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EXECUTIVE SUHMARY

The special task force on Technology Intensive Industries is one of five com
mittees created by the Commissioner of the Minnesota Department of Economic
Development to identify opportunities for economic growth in the state. Its
members, who are leaders of the business and education communities, have exam
ined the role of the technology intensive industries in ~linnesota's past
economic development and considered what part the industries can play in the
state's future.

In order to create a framework for their discussions, the task force defined
technology intensive industries as those in which engineers, scientists, and
technicians play an important role in industry growth. An' examination of statis
tics revealed that industries meeting this definition are concentrated in the
U.S. Department of Commerce Standard Industrial Classification codes (SIC's)
28 (Chemicals), 35 (Machinery, except Electrical), 36 (Electric and Electronic
Machinery), and 38 (Instruments).

+ndustries that fall within the categories above provide about one-third of the
jobs in Minnesota's manufacturing sector, produce about forty percent of the
total state manufacturing output, and contri bute significantly to state ~t'ax

revenues. In the past 30 years, the technology intensive industries have grown
more than twice as fast as the state's manufacturing section as a whole.

Technology intensive industry has the potential to contribute to Minnesota's
economic vitality in the future just as it has in the'past. As an environment
ally clean, low energy consumption industrial sector, it can provide,high
quality jobs in both urban and rural areas, increase the productivitY;;:9.%Z,the
state's workers (including those previously considered unemployable due to
physical impairments), and meet the stiff competition for investment that
Minnesota will face from other areas of the nation.

The committee identified nine conditions that will be necessary for the growth
of technology intensive industries. While Minnesota already provides most of
these conditions, improvements will be necessary if further growth in these
industries is to be enjoyed by the state, since other areas of the nation (such
as New England and the Sunbelt states) are actively seeking to attract technology
intensive industries. The committee recommends that five actions be taken to
meet that competition. Those actions include the following:

1. Improvement of Technology Development and Transfer
2. Improvement of State Securities Policies
3. Improvement of the State Education System
4. Modification of State Tax Structure and Policy
5. Improvement of Public U~derstanding of Business and Industry's

Role in Society

~~i1e these recommendation~ could be carried out separately, they are inter
active in nature and will have the desired effect only if they are implemented
together under the leadership of both the public and private sectors of the
state economy.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

This report contains an overview of technology intensive industries in
Minnesota, their role in the past economic development of the state,
and their potential role in Minnesota's. future. It also contains
recommendations for actions that can be taken by the business community,
state and local government, the legislature, the media, educators, and
the general public to promote future growth in this' important sector of
Minnesota's economy.

This report is a product of the Minnesota Department of Economic Devel
opment's special task force on Technology Intensive Industries. This
task force is one of five task forces created by the Commissioner of the
Minnesota Department of Economic Development to identify opportunities
for continued economic growth and diversification in Minnesota. The
complementary task forces are in the following industries: Agribusiness,
Forest Products, Tourism and Minerals.

The task force was comprised of members of the business and education
community having an interest in the future of technology intensive
industries. The members were:

Bill Drake, Chairman, 'Data Card
Lee Berlin, 3M Company
Wil Viitala, Honeywell
Bob Zicarelli, .Northwest Growth Fund
Margaret Lulie, Institute of Technology, U of M
George Heenan, Control Data
Bob S~one, Stone, Howard, Nowill &Kouwehnoven

~'::;:-';~':;;.:-

The task forces were established based. upon the belief that Minnesota
must actively "create" its economic future rather than passively ob
serve its evolution if it is to maintain its economic health and
competitive position. Other areas of the country have permitted their
economies to stagnate or to decline due, at least in part, to neglect.
Our own economy is not exempt from a similar fate and has in some cases
shown sighs of slower" growth or even decline.

The five task forces have been charged with the responsibility to ex
amine their respective industries, note potential p~oblems, and offer
solutions. By merging these solutions into our state's policy structure,
the Department of Economic Development hopes to enhance the economic
environment for these key sectors.
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II. DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES

TECHNOLOGY INTENSIVE ~NDUSTRIES: Those businesses that employ engineers,
scientists and technicians in activities that are si~nificant to the
businesses' growth.

In recent years there has been increasing interest in "high technology"
industries and their role in job and income creation. Along with
increasing attention and interest has come a great deal of confusion
about what is or is not a technology intensive industry. This confusion
has frequently led to misunderstanding and misinterpretation of statis
tics and commentaries on these industries.

To avoid further confusion and to create a framework for continued dis
cussion, the task force developed a definition for technology intensive
industries. The purpose of this definition was not to merely outline
the boundaries of the industry group, but .also to define it in .such a way
that it would be possible to collect and analyze statistics on the in
dustry with relative ease. With these dual purposes in mind the above
definition was selected.

With this definition it became possible to examine Minnesota industries
to determine where concentrations of engineers, scientists, and tech
nicians are employed. This elementary analysis yielded a list of four
basic industries having a high concentration of those employees. Those
industries were identified using U.S. Department of Commerce Standard
Industrial Classification codes (SIC's). They are as follows:

. ::.::"1".... .0:·'

SIC

28
35
36
38

Industry

Chemicals and Allied Products
Machinery, except Electrical
Electrical and Electronic Machinery
Instruments and Related Products

Clearly this definition excludes some industries or industry segments
that have a significant technology intensity or are becoming more and
more technology oriented as the industry matures. For example, the con
struction a~d building design industries employ architects and engineers
extensively in the design and construction of energy efficient structures ..
The definition also includes some industries that are not .highly tech
nology intensive, such as fertilizer mixing. Despite this limitation, the
task force deemed its definition adequate for this study.

Some major industry components in each of ~he four,SIC's selected are
listed below as examples of the content of each group.

Components of Technology Intensive Industries

SIC 28 - Chemicals and Allied Products-- pharmaceuticals, paints,
organic chemicals, fertilizers, adhesives, explosives.

SIC 35 - Machinery, except Electrical--turbines and generator sets,
internal combustion engines, electronic computing equip
ment.
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SIC 36 - Electric and Electronic Equipment--transformers, industrial
controls, radio and T.V. sets, semiconductors, electro
medical apparatus.

SIC 38 - Instruments and Related Products--environmental controls,
optical instruments, testing equipment.

Table 1 displays the national distribution of engineers, sci~ntists and
technicians by major industry code. This data was used to identify
technology intensive industries for Minnesota.

,~.:r:::;,t:""..;;-.•~-
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Tabfe 1

Percent Distribution of Engineers,
Scientists and Technicians

by 2 Digit SIC
U.S.A.

SIC Classification Engineers Scientists Technicians

.91

1.72
2.35

.08 .
1.91
4.06
6.73

2.l....B1

11.52
~

2.64
.36

1.26
.40
.67
.65

1.. 18 
1.10

'10.18

'" ..!:.. 2.a.....8.3

.55

9.9~

9.23
3.78

5.02
2.05

.24
1.74
3.23
2.84
-S.J.l

5.13
.09

1.50
.32
.95
.24

2.13
2.13

39.83

.60

.~ 74
.. 12
.82
.54
.31
.43

1.34
,29

7.50

22.04
6.98

24.55

2.04
1.71

.10
1.38
4.00
5.69
18.8~

EJectric &Electronic Equip.

Misc. Manufacturing Inds.

Transportation Equipment
Instruments q Related Prod.

Petroleum &Coal Products
Rubber &Misc. Products
Leather &Leather Products
Stone, Clay, &Glass Prod.
Primary Metal Industries
Fabricated Metal Products
'f\1achinenr , Except Electrical

Food &Kindred Products
Tobacco Manufacturing
Textile Mill Products
Apparel, Other Textiles
Lumber &Wood Products
Furniture &Fixtures
Paper &Allied Products
Printirtg &Publishing
Chemicals § Allied Prod.

~

39

37
38

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

20
21
22
23-:
24
25
26
27
28

SOURCE: National Science Foundation

NOTE: Totals do not add to 100 due to rounding. SIC 37, "Transportation
Equipment", consists primarily of -snowmobile assembly in Minnes-ota.

, It was thus deemed inappropriate for inclusion as a technology
intensive industry for the purposes of this study.
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III. THE FUTURE OF OUR ECONOMY

The future holds bold challenges for the state's economy. We must be
prepared to:

--provide jobs for a labor force that is expected to increase
by 130,000 during the next 10 years alone.

--provide jobs for individuals that were previously considered
unemployable due to physical impairments.

--continue our economic expansion and health despite a decrease
in the supply and an increase in the cost· of energy.

--increase productivity despite diminishing natural resources
in the state and nation.

--maintain our economic vitality under increasing environmental
constraints.

--retrain our work force to meet changing demands.

--reduce our state's seasonal employment problems in rural areas
by increasing investment and job creation outside the metro
politan area.

--decrease underemployment of our labor force .

.--meet the stiff competition posed by foreign and domestic
producers of goods and services.

,~::::;'~;:r~_

Technology intensive industry is unique in its ability to meet these
demands. Generally speaking, it is an environmentally clean, low energy
consumption industrial sector that creates high-quality full time jobs
and yields an attractive return on investment. The overall outcome of
increased activity in.this sector is a more stable and productive
economy. Minnesota is by no means the only state to recognize this fact.
We currently face stiff competition for investment in new technology
intensive businesses and expansion of existing ones from areas such as
"Silicon Valley" in California and "Route 128" in Massachusetts--areas
which already have established bases of technology intensive firms. In
addition, states which have not been centers for technology intensive
firms in the past, such as Colorado and Idaho, are now making efforts to
attract such firms. Add to this increasing foreign competition with
domestic technology intensive industries, and it becomes clear that posi
tive action is required if Minnesota is to expand its share of employment
and investment in the world's technology intensive industries.

To be sure, high technology industry is not a panacea for our economic
ills or the only way to meet future challenges--but it does have many
attributes that enable it to contribute significantly to the well-being
of our economic system. It can make that contribution only if we realize
that the industry is not an outside force acting on our economic system,
but is in fact an integral part of that system. As such, it can only
achieve its potential if it-rs-working in harmony with the other parts of
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the economic system--parts that include state government, educational
institutions, tax policies, the public, regulatory policies., bu,siness
leaders, labor leaders, and many more. Our economy is a complex,
multifaceted system that occassionally needs adjustment when we find
that different parts of it are working at cross-purposes. The recom
mendations which conclude this report embody the adjustments that the
committee feels need to be made if the technology intens~ve industries
are to make their maximum contribution to our 'economy's growth.

-:;;;Ml>'",,';
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IV. AN OVERVIEW OF THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES IN
MINNESOTA'S ECONOMY

Technology intensive industries have played an increasingly important
role in Minnesota's economy since the mid -1950's •. Their growing
importance is evidenced by the significant gains in employment,' cQrporate
income, personal income, and contributions to tax revenues attributable
to the industry.

For example, in 1979 the technology intensive industries in Minnesota
employed approximately 148,000 p'eople. Compared to about 46,000 in 1950,
that represents a gain of more than 100,000 jobs for Minnesotans. As
Table 2 on the following page illustrates, employment in the technology
intensive industries has increased since 1950 almost 2~ times more than in
the manufacturing sector as a whole. As a result, more than one-third of
the jobs in Minnesota's manufacturing sector are in technology intensive
industries. '

While the headquarters of our largest technology intensive firms are
located in the ~vin Cities metropolitan area,' many of the jobs in tech
nology intensive industries are in outstate areas. Table 3 shows the
dispersion of technology intensive firms throughout the state~ Expansion of
these firms could help meet Minnesota's need to increase rural employment
by creating stable and well paying jobs in outstate areas. (It should be
noted once more that this table shows all firms in SIC's 28, 35, 36 and 38.
It thus includes some firms inappropriately and excludes others that would,·
judged on an individual basis, be considered technol~gy intensive).

By 1977 thB total value of shipments by technology intensive indust~ies had
reached $6.4 billion--about 40 percent of Minnesota's total manufacturing
output and 10 percent of the gross state product. Personal income (wages,
salaries, and dividends) attributable to Minnesota's technology intensive
industries was $2.7 billion in 1979. About 11 percent of the state's total
wages and salaries are generated in the technology intensive industries,
going to 9 percent of the state's wage and salary workers--a comparison
which not only demonstrates that these industries employ a large propor~

tion of Minnesota's workers, but also that those workers enjoy relatively
high wages and salaries. Looked at another way, the technology.. intensive
industries provide about 32 percent of the state's total manufacturing
wage and salary employment. .

Of course, the technology based industries and the people they employ all
pay taxes. In 1978, it is estimated that the technology intensive indus
tries in Minnesota paid $31 million in state corporate income taxes,
$124 million in property taxes, and $24 million in sales and use taxes.
In addition, their employees paid about $111 million in state personal
income taxes. Thus the total state tax contribution attributable to the
technology intensive industries was approximately $290 million.

The foregoing figures demonstrate the significance of the technology
intensive industries in Minnesota's economy. This significance is par
ticularly dramatic in light of the fact that these industries have devel
oped into a major force in our economy from a relatively minor role in
only 30 years. Many have progressed from embryonic ideas into large
corporations in a matter of just a few years. Minnesota has proven to be
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Table 3

Distribution of Minnesota's
Technology Intensive Industries

(SIC 28, 35, 36, and 38) by Number of Firms Per County
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a fertile environment for the growth of the technology intensive
industries, and the state has reaped the benefits o"f that growth.

The U.S. Department of Commerce recently published its projections for
industrial growth through the year 1984. The technQlogy intensive
industries rated high on these proj ections. "Electronic computing
equipment", for example, is ranked "first, with an expected annual com
pounded real growth rate of 11.7 percent. Minnesota has one of the
highest concentrations of employment and value added in this ~ndustry in
the nation. Other industries with high concentrations in Minnesota and
their growth rates are "Process Control Instruments" (7.0 percent), "X
ray and Electro-Medical Equipment" (7.0 percent), and "Engineering and
Scientific Instruments and Equipment" (6.0 percent). By" virtue "of its
already established position in these industries, Minnesota is in an
excellent position to experience even higher growth rates in these
sectors than the nation as a whole will. Other technology intensive in
dustries will also be potent~al sources of economic growth in the state.

'''''''~'"'''-
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V. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR CONTINUED GRO\rTH OF MINNESOTA'S
TECHNOLOGY INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES

As shown in the previous section, growth in the technology intensive
industries has generally been superior to that experien"ced in oth.er
Minnesota industries. Just as this past growth. was the result of an
economic and social environment favorable to the development of tech
nology intensive industries, so will continued growth result if, and
only if, Minnesota continues to provide condit"ions favorable to these
industries. With this fact in mind, the committee has identified the
following key conditions which are crucial to creating an environment
conducive to the growth of technology intensive industries.:

1) An Existing Base of Technology Oriented Firms.

Personnel of existing firms are most frequently the sources of
ideas which lead to expansion of those firms or to the spin
ning-off of new firms.

2) Established Methods of Transferring Technology and Ideas.

The existence of new ideas cannot in itself assure the devel-:
opment of those ideas. Firms with past records of successful
spin-offs or corporations formed specifically to foster
early-stage development of new technologies can play impor
tant roles in turning ideas into reality.

3) Excellent Universities and Schools of Technology and Business
::'::':;"~Jt,."'J:;';:"b; .

Technology intensive industries must h~ve sources of highly
trained personnel, both technical and managerial. Schools
of technology are particularly important, as they provide
leadership in ideas and research as well as vital trained
scientists. Schools of business provide necessary managerial
personnel.

4) Vocational-Technical Schools and Experienced Labor Force

In addition to the university system as a source of personnel,
technology intensive industries need an adequate stream of
new technicians graduating from vocational-technical schools
if they are to expand and develop. These graduates supplement
the existing pool of experienced technicians that' exist in an
area with a base of technology iritensive industries.

5) Enlightened Regulatory Policy

Industry's perception of a state's regulatory policy is a
very important factor in making decisions about locating
new firms or eXpanding existing firms. Regulatory policy
includes not only laws and regulations, but also the atti
tudes of government, the public, and business. Enlightened
attitudes will result in regulatory policy that is under
standable, predict.able, stable, and fair.

12



6) Availability of Venture Capital

Entrepreneurs starting new firms will be particularly concerned
about the availability of the venture capital they will require.
State or industry-sponsored organizations which could provide
funds even before the venture capital stage (e.g. for investi
gation of engineering feasibility or patentability of ideas)
could also be a major factor in encouraging the establishment of
new firms.

7) Balanced Securities Regulations

New, innovative technology intensive firms generally rely on the
issuance of stock to obtain venture capital. This fact makes
securities regulations ,which fa~ilitate stock offers (while, of
course, protecting the public as they are intended to) just as
important as the general availability of venture capital.

8) Balanced Tax Structure

Whether a firm is new or is an established firm seeking to expand,
st~te tax structures will playa major role in decisions made about
location. Firms expect, of course, to pay income, property, sales,
and capital gains taxes, but they will seek areas where taxes are
minimized or balanced by factors favorable to their business.
Capital gains taxes will be considered particulary significant
by new or rapidly expanding firms, since these taxes have a :gr~~~

impact o~ the availability of the outside capital they require to
finance growth.

9) High Quality of Life

Since technology intensive firms rely more on an area's human
resources than on specific natural resources, quality of life
becomes an important factor in determining where they will
locate. A high quality of life enables these firms to attract
and retain t?e personnel that they depend on.

Minnesota's record as a national leader in the growth of its technology
intensive industries provides an indication that it has been at least adequate
in the conditions for growth listed above. As it enters the decade of the
eighties, however, it cannot afford to complacently assume that it will maintain
that leadership position. Both Chicago and Philadelphia were leading tech
nology centers in the U.S. at one time, but they saw their shares of the
industry gradually decline as firms in other areas (such as the Twin Cities)
came into the forefront of innovation and'development. These precedents
serve to remind 'us that we must 'actively seek to maintain the vitality of
the technology intensive industries in our state by fostering the conditions
listed above. This is particularly true during the current period of increas~

ingly competitive foreign technology. Other areas of the U.S. (notably New
England and the "Sunbelt" states) have also perceived the technology intensive

13



industries to be among the most desirable to attract and are seeking to promote
their growth. These facts make it imperative that Minnesota should be not
only adequate, but superior in providing the conditions necessary for continued
growth of our technology intensive industries. The economic environment that
such superior conditions can create will enable us to continue to enjoy the
benefits of having a large and growing number of technology based firms in
our state.

. ;::';.~?.J\it;l.~:.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE AND IMPROVEMENT

~1innesota already rates high in some of the growth factors listed in the pre
vious section. It has, for example, the necessary base of existing technology
intensive firms and a high quality of life. It also has an excellent univer
sity system which includes a fine Institute of Technology--though this is a
factor which the state should constantly strive to improve. On the other hand,
Minnesota could be given a low rating in comparison to other states on some
factors. Current securities regulations, for example, are considered by the
committee to be unduly restrictuve. But while these nine factors may be
evaluated individually, their effect on industry does not consist of nine
different influences. These factors reinforce each'other to synergistically
produce an economic environment, and any attempt to alter that environment
must take into account the interactive nature of its elements if it is to be
effective. It is with this fact in mind that the committee has arrived at
the following recommendations--recommendations that, taken individually,
represent only small changes, but which would have a major impact on future
technology intensive industrial development if enacted in concert.

1. Improved Technology Development and Transfer

Minnesota's technology intensive industries depend on :continued
innovations in both process and product technologies for their sur
vival and growth. It is the opinion of the committee that additional
incentives are needed within the state for the development of such
innovations. Furthermore, the committee believes that firms in
Minnesota have frequently performed inadequately in transferring new
technologies to business entities that can develop them into new··""o;'""':".·~·

products arid services. Therefore, the following three actions are
recommended.

A. Improvement of Technology Transfer Mechanisms

Minnesota already has a few organizations intended to help small
business develop 'technological innovations. The Minnesota Coop
eration Office provides management help to entrepreneurs and the
Minnesota Seed Capital Corporation provides funds prior to the
venture capital stage of a new business. The committee feels
that these organizations need to be encouraged and supported.
Additionally, mechanisms, including tax incentives, need to be
established for the transfer of new technologies which established
companies have developed (but decided not xo implement) to entre
preneurial ventures which can further develop the ideas to the
product stage. Some local firms might wish to em~lat~ the General
Electric Company, which encourages the sale or licensing of such
developments. A state-sponsored .corporation for such development
is another possiblity, as is a non-profit corporation which could
be supported by private and/or state funds. Government and business
leaders need to work together toward increasing awareness of the
need for such a mechanism in order that the appropriate solution
may be found and implemented.

15



B. Development of Minnesota Science and Technology Center (MINTECH)

The Institute of Technology of the University of Minnesota has effec
tively served the state in the past in an ad hoc manner. The
increasing technical needs of the state, especially in the areas of
energy, the environment, industrial growth, and productivity, have
led leaders of the Institute of Technology to propose creation of
a Minnesota Science and Technology Center (MINTECH) to provide
more effective organization to meet those needs. MINTECH would
also substantially improve the transfer of technology in ~1innesota.

The committee, enthusiastically supports the creation 6f MINTECH.
It could increase the effectiveness of the Institute of Technology
in transferring existing knowledge to those who can use it and in
responding to the needs of the community through its traditional
research role. Its formal organization would aid the Institute of
Technology in obtaining federal and industry funds to supplement
state funds in un~ertaking projects directly related to major
industries, such as electronics, computers, transportation, energy
development, primary metals, power generation, etc.

An additional function of MINTECH would be to link the technical
and non-technical segments of the community by offering assistance
to public organizations through conferences and workshops. Another
important contribution to technological development could be made
by providing entrepreneurs and' inventors access to inexpens~ve

facilities and consulting services. In short, the creation of
MINTECH would provide increased access to state resources that are
currently underutilized.::=~··:u.

C. Tax Credit for Research and Development

The value of the investment tax credit for the purchase of new
capital equipment has been demonstrated through its effect in
creating new jobs and increasing productivity. Expenditures for
research and development have a similar effect. The committee,
therefore, recommends adoption of the draft bill attached as
Appendix A, which would provide a 10 percent tax credit for increases
in research and development expenditures, or adoption of a bill
providing a similar tax credit.

2. Improved State Security Policies

The committee believes that appropriate modification of regulations re
garding the issuance of securities by firms in this state could greatly
enhance the ability of firms to obtain adequate financing and reduce the
time and expense required to secure funds. Furthermore, the committee
believes that some relaxation of those regulations is quite possible
without increasing the risk to the public. Specifically, the committee
recommends that the proposed rules submitted by the Commissioner of
Securities to reduce the restrictions on issuance of securities in the
state of Minnesota be adopted. A copy of these proposed rules is
attached as Appendix B.
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3. Improvement of State Education System

The University of Minnesota is an invaluable resource for our state. It
is also invaluable to:the technology intensive industries as a source of
scientific and managerial personnel, as well as for its contribution to
technological development. It is not the function of the present committee,
certainly, to recommend educational policy, but rather to point out the
value of our educational resources and to emphasize the need' for their growing
contribution to our economy, especially to the technology intensive sector
of the eco~omy.

The committee wishes to point out the need for coordination between
business and educational institutions. This coordination is vital to
the fulfillment of the need for relevancy in education for the sake of
the students and business alike and needs to be carried out in our vocation
al, business, and secondary'shcools as.well as in our university sy~rtem.

The Institute of Technology and the College of Business Administration of
the University of Minnesota are particularly vital to the growth of
Minnesota's technology intensive industries. Both of these schools are
already overloaded. Still more graduates will be needed in the future if
demands of expanding technology intensive industries are to be met. Given
the current level of resources available to the schools, it seems doubtful
that these schools can expand their enrollments and continue to provide
the high quality of education required of personnel in the technology
intensive industries. The committee thus concludes that additional
resources for these schools will be required, including equipment, facil
itie's, arid factil ty. The recognition of these needs by Minnesotahusinesses
has been made evident by past support of the University, but even greater
support from both public and private sources will be needed in the future.

4. Tax Structure and Policy

It is the opinion of the committee (as well as many other business and
government leaders) that some alterations of the current corporate income
and capital gains tax structures would eliminate present inhibitions to
capital formation and retention and to new capital investment. As the
alterations of tax policy (along with the other ch~ges recommended) take
effect and industry expands in the state, there will be a long-term
increase in corporate income tax revenues. Expansion of business will
help to provide increased employment, allowing the state to divert its
expenditures away from income maintenance programs and toward more pro
ductive purposes.

The committee considered a wide range of options before adopting these
recommendations. Those options are briefly' described and their estimated
impacts on state revenues for fiscal year 1981 shown in Table 4.

A. Alignment with Federal Capital Gains Exclusion.

Due to the nature of the risks inherent in any new innovative
venture (such as new high technology firms), such ventures tend
overWhelmingly to be financed through equity (issuance of stock)
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rather than debt (issuance of bands). Minnesota currently allows
an exclusion of only 50 percent of capital gains from taxation,
compared with a 60 percent federal exclusion. Since gains on
equity are in fact capital gains, the effect of this discrepancy
is to discourage equity financing of new innovative firms in Minne
sota. For this reason, the committee recommends that Minnesota
exclude 60 percent of capital gains from taxation to align its tax
structure with fede~al structure. Any future decreases in federal
capital gains taxation should also be followed by Minnesota.

B. Adoption of a Bi-Level Corporate Income Tax

Minnesota currently taxes corporate income at a flat 12 percent
rate. Firms with sales delivered outside of Minnesota are, basically,
allowed to exclude income derived from those sales from the corporate
income tax. The committee feels that this tax structure tends to
be detrimental to small firms (including many young, innovati~e

technology intensive firms with growth potential) in two ways. First,
these firms need their incomes to finance growth toa greater deg~ee

than larger firms. Second, small firms are likely to have a greater
proportion of their sales inside Minnesota than are larger firms.'
Given the protection from taxation of the profits from out-of-state
sales by the larger firms, the smaller firms often have their incomes
taxed at a higher effective rate than larger firms' incomes.

The committee recommends that this situation be remedied by institut
ing a bi-level corporate income tax in which the first $25,000 of any
corporation's annual income would be taxed at a reduced rateo.£'v.6
percent , with the remainder of income to be t axed at the normal 12
percent rate. This change would direct tax relief at the firms that
most need it (in 1978',,; 11,236 firms had incomes of $500 to $25,000,
while 9,856 had incomes in excess of $25,000) without incurring an
unreasonable cost in lost revenues (an estimated $22.1 million in
fiscal year 1981 -. see Table 4 for comparison with other alternatives).

C. Increased Loss Carryforward Period

Minnesota businesses are currently allowed to d,educt present-'losses
\ from income up to fi ve years into the future. (referred to as a loss

carryforward). Since many new businesses in the technology intensive,
industries go through a time consuming process of developing innovative
new products and services, they do n9t generate sufficient income soon
enough to utilize their early losses as tax deductions. In a defini
tive article for Harvard Business Review (May-June 1979), Ralph Biggadike
points out that "new ventures need, on the average, eight years before
they reach profitability." Furthermore, "ten to twelve years elapse
before the return on investment 6f ventures equals that of mature
businesses." The .commi ttee feels that extension of the loss carry
forward period to ten years would ensure that such firms could
utilize their early losses when they begin to generate sufficient
income. Furthermore, they would do so at a time when they were
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TABLE 4

REVENUE COSTS OF TAX PROPOSALS

1. 60% Capital Gains Exclusion
(Alignment of Minnesota with U.S.)

2. Corporate Tax Rate Changes to:

11%

10%

6% on first $20,000

6% on first $25,000

6% on first $50,000

6% on first $100,000

Under $25,000 @ 6% )
$25,000 - $50,000 @ 9% )
Over $50~000 @ 12% )

Under $50,000 @ 6% )
$50,000 - $100,000 @, 9% )
Over $100,000 @ 12% )

. Under $25,000 @ 6% )
Over $25,000 @ 11%· )

Under $25,000 @ 6% )
Over $25,000 @ ~O% )
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Revenue Cost
FY 81

$13.8 million

$35.1 million

70.3

18.9

22.1

34.4

47.8

28.3
,~~';.~::-;""._.

41.2

53.6

85.0



experiencing their fastest growth and had the greatest need to
retain revenues. This change in policy would provide a means for
the state to target an effective tax reduction where it would
result in the greatest growth.

D. Personal Income Tax Reduction

The committee believes that Minnesota's current personal income
tax rate is too high relative to that in other states and acts to
des courage needed qualified personnel from locating in Minnesota.
This is particularly significant in light of the need of expanding
Minnesota technology intensive firms to compete with firms in other
states for personnel. The committee notes approvingly the recent
reduction of .. the maximum rate from 17 percent to 16 percent and
advocates continued gradual reduction. Adoption of such a reduction
as a long-term policy could, when implemented in concert with corp
orate tax policy modifications, result in a general shift toward an
expanded business sector and away from personal income as a source
of revenues neces~ary-for the state to meet its social responsibilities.
The committee believes that such a shift would be a desirable long
term goal.

5. Improving Understanding of Business and Industry's Role in Society

While the citizens of this country enjoy the widest variety of products
and services in the world as a result of our advanced technology, and
business, they unfortunately are too often ignorant of the roles of busi
ness, technology, and capital formation in our society. This observation
does not apply to only the general public--leaders of business, g6'"ve-"-tnment,
labor, and education are often so involved in their specialized interests
that their awareness of the complex interdependencies of our economy and
society is diminished. Th.e commi ttee firmly believes that increasing the
general level of awareness of these interdependencies is vital if efforts
to enhance Minnesota's business climate are to be truly effective.

While the committee recognizes the need for increased understanding of th.e
role business plays in society, it also recognizes the difficulty of
meeting that need. Certainly, no single program can enlighten an entire
population in this regard. But the committee is optimistic about the
potential for the following steps to begin to accomplish this task.

A. Organizations such as the Minnesota Business Partnership and the
Minnesota Association of Commerce and Industry need to increase
their activities in informative and educational programs.

B. Innovative approaches need to be taken toward opening better lines
of communication with the media. The Minnesota Department of Economic
Development might be able to coordinate its own resources with
the business community's in order to create programs which would
draw media interest and coverage. A theme such as "A Preview of
Minnesota's Economy in the 80's" has been suggested.
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C. Course.s are needed in our school system which would help promote
understanding of business. Organizations of business leaders
could encourage and cooperate with the Department of Education to
implement such courses.

D. The committee feels that it would be appropriate for the Institute
of Technology and the College of Business Administration of the
Universi ty of Minnesota to jointly coordinate a group formed to
study the questions raised by this section of the recommendations.
The goal of such a group, which could draw on the business and
educational communities for members, would be to formulate long
term pOlicies and actions intended to foster the understanding of
business, technology, and c~pital formation referred to in this
section. The committee suggests that a,'first step for such a
group could be to specifically identify subjects that all members
of the work force should have a general understanding of. A list
of such subjects could then be used as a basis for suggesting
positive actions to business and education leaders.

Conclusion

The interactive nature of the foregoing recommendations cannot be over-emphasized.
Economic incentives for tecrynological development will not suffice by themselves-
they must be combined with an awareness of the need for such development among.
leaders and the general public alike. Conversely, awareness of the need for
development cannot advance such development in the absence of economic incentives.
The committee has conceived these recommendations as a synergistic set of actions
which, while 'each could be undertaken separately, will have its maximum~,desired

effect only when implemented as an overall strategy under the continuing leader
ship of members of both the private and the public sectors of our state economy.
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Appendix A

Draft bill to provide a tax credit for increases in research and development expen

ditures by private businesses~

STATE OF MI~~ESOTA

A bill for an act to encourage expansion of research and experimental

activities in Minnesota by providing an income tax credit for the in

crease in such.expenditures paid or incurred in Minnesota over base

period expenditures; amending Minnesota Statutes 1976, Section

290.06 by adding a subdivision

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1976, Section 290.06, is amended by adding a sub

division to read:

Subd. 12. Credit for research and experimental expenditures.

(a) A credit for 10% of the amoun~ of expenditures

incurred in Minnesota during the taxable year

for research and experimental purposes, as

set out in Section 290.09 Subd. 18 and as

further defined in paragraph (b), in the

development of new products or services or

for the improvement of exis~ing products or

services may be deducted from the· tax due

under this chapter in the year in which such

expenditures are paid or incurred, subject to

the following limitations:

(1) Such cred~t shall not exceed twenty per cent

of the liability for tax for the taxable

year, which liability shall be determined
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for purposes of this credit as the tax

imposed under this chapter less all

credits allowable under Sec. 290.06

other than the credit allowed under

paragraph (a).

(2) If the credit determined under paragraph (a)

for any taxable year exceeds the limitation

provided by subparagraph -(1), such unused

credit, to the extent of such excess, shall

be

(a) a credit carryback to each of the three

preceeding taxable years and

(b) a credit carryover to each of the

seven succeeding taxable years~

(~) The entire amount of the excess 'unused

credit for any taxable year shall be

carried first to the earliest of the

ten taxable years as set out· in

clauses (a) and (b) and ,then in order'

to each of the other nine taxable years

to the extent that, due to. the limitation

provided by subparagraph (1), such

excess unused credit may not be added

for a prior taxable year to which such

excess unused credit may be carried.

(d) The aggregate amount of the excess

unused credits which may be added

,~::;~~~;..~-,.



under clauses (a), (b), and (c) for

any preceeding or succeeding taxable

year, when added to the first-allowable

credit for such taxable year, may not

exceed the limitation set out in

subparagraph (1) for such taxable year.

(b) The amount of research ~nd experimental expenditures

incurred in Minnesota as set out in paragraph (a)

shall be the excess of such expenditures paid'

or incurred during such taxable year.'.over:

(1) the average of the three taxable years

research and experimental expenditures

incurred in Minnesota preceding the. taxable

year .in whia:h the credit is to be allowed.

In the event that there are not three prior

taxable years in which the trade or business

was conducted in Minnesota, an average of

the expenditures incurred shall be determined

by dividing such expenditures for such

lesser number of prior years by the number

of prior years. In the event there are no

prior years of trade or business conducted

in Minnesota, the average referred to in

this clause shall be zero.

(c) In the case of an electing small business

corporation as defined in Section 290.971,
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(1) the credit allowed by paragraph (a)

shall-be pro rated among the persons who are

shareholders of such· corporation on the

last day of such taxable year, and

(2) any person to whom any such credit has

been apportioned under clause (1) shall be

treated for purposes of this subdivision

as the taxpayer with' respect to'such credit.

Section 2. The amendment made by this Act shall be effective

for taxable years beginning after December. 31, 1978.
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APPENDIX B

Pursuant to Minn. Laws of 1980, § 15.0412, subd. 4h, an agency ma)' propOse to adopt, amend, suspend or repeal rules without first holding a
public hearing, as long 'as the agency detennines that the rules will be noncontroversial in nature. The agency must first publish a notice of intent to
adopt rules without a public hearing, together with the proposed rules, in the State Register. The notice must advise'the public:

1. that the)' have 30 days in which to submit comment on the proposed rules;
2. that no public hearing will be held unless seven or more persons make a written ,request for a heanng within the 3D-da)' comment period;
3. of the manner in which persons shall request a hearing on the proposed rules; .

and
4. that the rule rna;: be modified if modifications ~re supponed by the data and views submitted.

If, during the 3D-day comment period, seven or more persons submit to the agency a written request for a heari~g of the proposed rules, the agency
must proceed under the provisions of § 15.0412, subds. 4 through 4g, which state that if an agenCy decides to hold a public hearing, it must publish in
the State Register a notice of its intent to do so. This notice must appear at least 30 days prior to the date set for the hearing, ~long with the full text of
the proposed roles. (If the agency has foHowed the provisions of subd. 4h and has already published the proposed rules, a citation to the prior
publication may be ~ubstituted for republication.) :.~:::~.~";:..,.,,,,;-.,_

Pursyant to Minn. Stat. § 15.0412, subd. 5, when a statute, federal law or court order to adopt, suspend or repeal a rule does not allow time for the
usual rulemaking process, temporary rules may be proposed. Proposed temporary rules are published in the Statt Register, and for at least 30 da)'5
thereafter, int.er~t.ed persons may submit data and views in writing to the proposing agency. '

Public Hearings on Agency Rules
- December 15-19, 1980

Date Agency and Rule Matter Time & Place .

Dec. 16 Energy Agency .. 9;30 a.m.• Large Hearing Room
Establishment of the MN Energy Conservation 83 State Office Building.

Service Program 43,S Park Street.
Hearing Examiner: Allan Klein St. Paul, MN

Department of Commerce
Securities and Real Estate Division
Proposed Rules and Forms Relating to the Minnesota Securities Act

Notice of Intent to A'dopt, Amend'and Repeal Rules Without a Public Hearing
, .

Notice is hereby.given that. pursuant to her auth.ority under Minn. Stat. §' 80A.25 (1978). the Commissioner of Securities and
Real Estate intends to adopt. repeal and amend rufes and forms relating to the Minnesota Securities Act eMinn. Stat. ch. 8~A).

KEY: PROPOSED RULES SECTION - Underlining' indicates additions to existing rule language.~ etfT5 indicate'
deletions from existing rule language. If a proposed rule is totally new, it is designated "all new material:' ADOPTED
RULES SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to. proposed rule' language.~ e-tH-5 indicate deletions from
proposed rule language.
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The commissioner desires that the proposed rules and forms be adopted. repealed and amended without a public hearing in
accordance with Minn. Stat. § 15.0412 (\978). as amended by Laws of 1980. ch. 615. §.7.

A free copy of the proposed rules and material relating to the proposed forms may be obtained from the commissioner's
office. Those interetsed in submitting comment pertaining to the proposed rules and forms may do so within 30 days of the
publication of this notice in the State Register. Additionally. if during the 30,:,day comment period. seven or more persons make
a written request for a hearing on the proposed rules and forms. the commissioner will hold a public hearing in accordance with
Minn. Stat. § 15.04.1 2• subd. 4 (978), as amended by Laws of 1980. ch. 615, § 6. A request for a copy of the proposed rules
and/or material relating to the proposed forms. all comments. any requests for a hearing and all questions regarding the
proposed rules and forms, should be directed to: .

Mr. Daniel W. Hardy
Assistant to the Commissioner
Securities and Real Estate Division
Department of Commer:.ce
500 Metro Square Building
Saint Paul. Minnesota 55101
Telephone: (612) 296-5689

The proposed rules and forms may be modified by the commissioner if the modifications are supported b.y the data and views
submitted during the 30-day comment period. provided the modifications do not result in.. substantial change.

The commissioner has prepared a Statement of Need and Reasonableness which contains asummary of the evidencejustifying
both the need for. and the reasonableness of. the proposed rules and forms. The Statement of Need and Reasonableness is
available for inspeciion by the public. during regular business hours. at the above address.

If no hearing is required, the commissioner will submit to the Attorney General the proposed'rules and forms and notice as
published in the State ReRister. the rules and forms as proposed for adoption. any wrillen comments received by the
commissioner during the 30-day comment period. and the Statement of Need and Re'asonableness for the rules and forms. On
the same day these materials are submitted to the Attorney General. the commissioner-will notify any person who has requested
that the commissioner inform him or her of when these materials have been subrriitfe'd.. lP. the Attorney Gen~Jl).l.. Any person
wishing.to be so notified should contact Mr. Hardy. at the address listed above. '. ,.~..

A copy of the existing Securities and Real Estate Division rules may be obtained from the Department of Administration,
Documents Division, 117 University Avenue, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155, (612) 296-2874.

Finally. Minn. Stat. ch. lOA (978), as amended, requires each lobbyist to register with the State Ethical Practices Board
within five days after he or she commences lobbying. A lobbyist is defined in Minn. Stat. § IOA.Ol. subd. 11 (1979 Supp.) as any
individual: .

(a) Engaged for payor other consideration. or authoriz.ed by another individual or association to spend money. who spends
more than five hours in any month or more than $250, not including his own travel expenses and membership dues. in any year,
for the purpose of attempting to influence legislative or administrative action by communicating or urging others to ..
communicate with public officials~ or

(b) Who spends more than $250. not including his own traveling expenses and membership dues. in any year for the purpose
of attempting to influence legislative or administrative action by communicating or urging others to communicate with public
officials ..

The statute provides certain exceptions. Ques'tio~s should be directed to the Ethical Practices Board. 41 State Office.
Building. S'aint Paul. Minnesota 55155. telephone: (612) 296:5615.

November 20. 1980 Mary Ali'ce Br~phy

Commissioner'of Securities and Real Estate

Amendments as Proposed'~. "
SDiv 2006 (b) It sh?1I constitute a "manipulative. deceptive or other fraudulent device or contrivance" within the meaning of
&e€ftefl Minn. Slat. ~ 80A.03 (1978). as amended. for a broker-dealer or agent to recommend the purchase or sale of any
security or to furnish any.quotation for a security or. directly or indirectly. to submit any such quotation for publication. in any
quotation medium (~s defined in this rule) unless:. .

(1) The issuer has filed a registration statement under SeetioAs Minn. Stat. §§ 80A.09. 80A.10 or 80A.11 (1978), as amended,
which hecame effective f1ef less than 90 calendar days prior to the day on ~Ihich such broker-dealer or agent publishes or
"ubmits the quotation to the quotation medium. provided that such registration statement has not thereafter been the subject of
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a stop order whj~h i~ still in effect when the q~otatjon is published or submitted. a"nd such broker-dealer has in hi~ records a
copy of the prospectus or offering circular used in connection with the registration. or

SDiv 2009 Upon termination of the activities of a licensed person, the broker-dealer or issuer shall, within .fi.¥e ten business
days, notify the commissioner in writing of the termination stating the reason therefor·tme il1ch:1diR& Hte~-.-

SDiv 2010 "Successor" for the purpose of ~,~iRResota£tatl:1te5 +9+3-; beetioR Minn. Stat. § 80A.OS. subd. 2 (1978). as amended,
includes any person succeeding to the business of a licensed broker-dealer or investment adviser under the followi.ng
circumstances:

(a) When a licensee {s a partnership, and a change in the membership of the partnership occUrs which. under the law ~f the
jurisdiction in which such partnership is formed. results in tl)e creation of a new legal entity. This paragraph shall not apply.
however. if more than one-half of the members of the predecessor partnership are no longer partners after .such change in
partnership;

(b) When a partnership or individual incorporates or otherwise changes its form of legal organization;

(c) When an entity formed under the laws of the particular jurisdiction changes the jurisdiction in which it is incorporated,
organized or formed;

(d) When a licensee changes its name; or

(e) Upon the consolidation or merger of a licensee~ • or in the case of the acquisition of substantially all of the assets of a
. licensee. 'unless the transactions are entered into for the purpose of evading the operation of the licensing requirement.

. '---------SDiv 2014 (c) We iRYe5tmeRt Bs';'iser's tieeftse sffiH.t~~ ef reRe'ri'ed~ tfte iR,,'estffleRt~~fiB\:~-~ ~,
w.j4~ CemffiissioRer it~~ ffi .tfle BffiOI:1Rt ef &:25,000, eft~ feffl:; as -HTe Comffiis5ioRer-~ fJFeseribe. Any
investment adviser who has custody of. or discretionary authority over. any assets of any client shall have first poste'd withtil'e
commissioner a ~urety bond in the amount of £25.000. on such form as the commissioner may prescribe.

: SDiv 2012~ # €:f1Y~ reql:1ired te~ aft exsmiRstioR~ paragrapfis Hr1 ef f\:4 ef tffis~~ .fa.H~
examiRstion, fie -rne;t reappl)' toe i-&k:e -HTe enamiRatioR it~ -time~~ a*ef Hte~ eft.wf:tte.l=t fie was ffi:s.t eJtamiRed,

;~ it~~~~ ftHe.f tfle 4ate~ wtr5 ffi=5+ exaffiiRed.~~~~ permitted te **e ii'flY examiRstioR fftefe

.~ ffiree ttmes~ as tfte Commi5sioRer~ ffi ftts diseretioR~ .f.ef~ €itH5e~ .

'I (c) f61 Any broker-dealer, agent or investment adviser whose most recent license has been terminated for a period of efte

i~ two years or more immediately prece~ing the filing of a new application and w~o has not been actively engaged as a
broker-dealer or agent respectively during that period shall be required to satisfactorily complete an examination prescribed by
the commissioner, or an examination fOf principals or agents respectively given by the New"'"York Stock Exchang~1heNational
Association of Securities Dealers Inc., or the Securities and Exchange Commission.

te1 +Ae~ftf*L~ et: wfti€.ft~ examiaatiofi ffT8Y ~~ sfte:H. ee determified .e;:.~ C8FfrFFli""i8FH~r.

SDiv 2013 (c) [The .existing rule is proposed for repeal and the following language is proposed as a substitute.]

SDiv 2013 (c) The net capital requirements for broker-dealers. as set forth in this Rule. shall be calculated in conformance with
J7 C.P.R. section 240-15c3-1. as amended.

SDiv 2014 (d) Any appropriate deposit of cash or security shall be accepted in lieu of any bond required by this section. An
appropriate deposit requires, in the case of deposited securities, that such securities have a market.value equal to t20 percent of
the amount of the bond which would otherwise be required. and represen.t an interest in, or debt of. any of the persons whose
securities are exempt from registration under MifiFlesota StBtl:1tes, beetioFl Minn. Stat. § 80A.15, subd. t, Clauses (a), (b), (c),
(d) or (e) (1978), as amended. At np time shall the market value of the securities on deposit be less than-lOS percent of the
amount of the required bond. Any deposit of cash. o~ s~curitiesunder this cl~use shall be made with an escrow agent. and under
such terms and conditions as the commissioner deems appropriate. and shall remain with the depository for a period of three
years after the last securities transaction conducted by the licensee or the effective date of any bond acquired by the lic~nsee.
whichever first occurs. The commissioner may allow an irrevocable letter of credit in lieu thereof.

SDiv 2014 ·Ce) The provision~of SDiv 2014 (a) and (b) do~ not apply to any agent employed by a broker-dealer who continuously

I
KEY: PROPOSED RULES SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language.~~ indicate
oeletions from existing rule language. If a proposed rule is totally new. it is designated "all new material." ADOPTED
RULES SECTION - Unde·rlining indicates additions to p·roposed rule language. S+f.i*e tH:f+S indicate deletions from

proposed rule language.
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maintains net capital of not less than $100.000. SDiv. 2014 (€) does not apply to any investment adviser who continuously
maintains net capital of not less than $100.000.

SDi\' 2015 Cd) (1) Every broker·dealer shall keep and preserve any written. printed or other advertisement which is published in
connection with the offer or sale of a security or which is reasonably intended to encourage individuals or others to engage the
services of the broker·dealer or any of its agents.

(2) The practices deemed deceptive or misleading pursuant to SDiv 2123 (c) shall likewise be deemed deceptive or misleadi~g
when employed by or on behalf of a broker-dealer.

SDiv 2015 (e)~ Every broker-dealer shall preserve all records. files, communications and other information required by this
SDiv f015 for a period of not less than three years, the first two years in an easily accessible place and form: After the first two
years. a photograph on film may be substituted for the records for the balance of the required time.

SDiv 2016 G) (1) Every investment adviser shall keep and preserve any written, printed or other advertisement which is
published in connection with the offer or sale, of a security or which is reasonably intended to encourage individuals or others to
engage the services of the investment adviser.

(2) The practices deemed deceptive or misleading pursuant to SDiv. 2123 (c) shall likewise be deemed deceptive or
misleading when employed by or on behalf of an investment adviser.

SDi\' 2016 (k) Every investment adviser shall preserve all records. files. communications and other information required by this
rule for a period of not less than three years. the first two years in an easily accessible place and form. After the first two years. a
photograph on film may be substituted for the records for the balance of the required time.

SDi\' 2017 (a) Every broker-dealer shall. within 90 days following the close of either its fiscal or.accounting year, submit an
annual report to the commissioner in such form. and containing such information as the commissioner shall prescribe. At a
minimum. the report shall contain audited financial statements certified by an independent certified public accountant consisting
of a balance sheet. income statement, and reconciliation of surplus prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting

.principles. ' !"....~" •••

SDiv 2018 [Proposed for repeal; number reserved for future ,use.] -~.~ , ,:.:;."","~,

SDiv 2019 (b) (1) "Offering circular" means an offering circular eSffifJJyiFlg in compliance with the requirements of~~fHTEI
i=efffi +-A~ fthe Securities Act of 1933 and the rules and forms promulgated thereunder. '

SDiv 2022 (a) (1) Where the offering of securities is not firmly underwritten, and in the opinion of the commissioner, the
protection of public investors so requires, the commissioner may require as a condition of registration, unless reason for
exception can be.demonstrated, that all or a portion of the proceeds from the sale of the securities registered 5fre:H be impounded
with an imp~undment agent satisfactory to the commissioner. fFl~~~ OfferiFlg ef tl=te sec\::Irities ts iTeT~
\::IFldef'n'FitteFl, ffie eSffiffiissisFler~ req\::lire,~~ fef exeef3tisR e£ffi i;e deffisFlstrated, #tat #1e f3roeeeds ee
imf3s\::IFlded. +fie eSFlditisFls ef iffif30\::lFldmeFlt~ ee determined ~~ esmffiissiofler .ffi~~

SDi" 2024 [The ex,isting rule is proposed for repeal and the following language is proposed as a substitute.]

SDiv 2024 So long as a registration is effective. the issuer shall. if possible. notify the co'mmissioner in writing prior to or
simultaneously with the occurrence of any of the following events. but in no event later than 10 days following the occurre'nce
thereof:

(a) A decision to file for bankruptcy. enter receivership or any other similar proceeding:

(b) The cessation of business.activities:

(c) A default on any payment of principal. interest, sinking fund installment or other similar payment. for a period-of over 30
days. with respect to any indebtedness of the registrant or any of its subsidiaries exceeding five percent of the total assets of the
registrant and its consolidated subsidiaries: or'

Cd) Any other event. occurrence or transaction which mayor will have a material adverse effect upon the financial stability of
the issuer.

SDh' 2025 (a)~ as provided tR paFagrBpt:l ~e.f Htts 'seelioA,~ ;G~ e+ter ~~ e.f ee-efl ~ ffi'O'A'4:fl~
ft lItW, ing~ effeeti','e dtt+e 'e.f +I:te regi:ilFBtion :ittHen1ent~ Mil'll'le:ista £IBll:Hes. £eetisn 80.\ ,II. +ft.e~ ef e-t.ftef~
~~ urrutlnt +I:te seetlrities esvered ~~ rcgiritFl:ltion :ill:ltenient ttfe~ ef~~ +of. registered in't'eslffieFlt
t'OmnHAit=!.,~ 4t+e e'~ e+~ ffi ~.f.offfi irS +I:te COl'lm1i!i!iiol'ler~ prc:icFibe. -A~~ cSl'ltail'lif\2 +I:te~

.'
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information req~ired ~ 51*ft fe.rm 5fra.H~ ffl:f:t6e~ com}3letioAoef termination e+t.f1e offering~ fftaY.e.e~~~ ii1e
en€ e.f~~~~ Ht -wf.tt€fl tfte ta5t~ ffi ffr8:6e.:

ft;1 Aft;: registrant fl.tffi.g~ wtt:ft tfte £ec~rities ~ E>tcl=lange Comffiission~ contains s~estanti8:H" tfte 5affli!

information as ffi req~ired ~~fefffi }3rescrieed~~ Commissioner ~wfH.e.flUfe~eA: s~estElntjElll)'tfle5i%ffle#me ast.fle
fC1'**t req~ired e" paragrapfi fa1 ef~~ ffi req~ired te ,~ flte.El ffltt:Y. flte..; Ht ~ e+ ~~ req~ired e." t.fle
Commissioner's fem:r.; ~~ mea~ #te £ec~fities ~ :E:>tcl=lange COI=nmission. Every issuer or its agent shall
immediately notify the commissioner in the event of a sale of securities in excess of the amount registered. Under no
circumstances shall the notice be more than 30 days after the date on which the oversale occurred.

SDiv 2025 (b) (41f, by the terms of the order for registration: the offering period or the term of a~ impound~ent.agreement

entered into in connection with the registration is less than six months. the" final repon required by paragraph (a) of this section
shall be filed within 10 days after the date the offering or impoundment agreement terminates pursuant to the order of

; registration.

.~~~~,.;:~~-- '

..:...~-'-.

~:.: ....~: .....

SDiv 2027 (a) So long as a registration statement' is effective. the issuer shall file an annual report in such form, and containing
such information as the commissioner prescribes. At a minimum. the annual report shall contain the following:

(1) The date of the report and fiscal year covered by the report:

(2) The exact name of the issuer~

(3) The state or other jurisdiction of incorporation or organiz.ation;

(4) The"address of the issuer's principal executive offices:

(5) The telephone numoer of the issuer:

"(6) A description of all sales of unregistered securities made within the fiscal year covered by the repon including:

(aa) The typ"e of securities sold;

(bb) The number and dollar amqunt of securities sold:

(cc) The persons or class of persons to whom such securities were sold:

(dd) .The market price of the securities sold on the date of sale. if applicable:

(eel The name/'of any broker-dealer or agent participating in such sale, and the amount of commissions or other
remuneration paid. if applicable; and I •

.(m The exemptions claimed for any such sales;

(7) A description 9f all securities of the issuer repurchased or otherwise reacquired by the issuer within the fiscal year
covered by the report:

(8) The names and addresses of all officers and directors. or persons occupying similar status or performing similar functions:

(9) A descrip.tion of the business of the issuer. including its prod~cts and services. competitive conditions. sources of supply.
the number and general function of employees, its market area. and 'any other factors which materially affect the business or
operations of the issuer:

(10) A summary of operations for the fiscal year covered by thereport including. without limitation,' gross revenues, cost of
goods sold or services provided. net income. debt service 3;nd earnings per share of each class of equity security outstanding.

. together with a comparison of similar figures for the fiscal year preceding the fiscal year covered by the report. The comparison
required by this paragraph may be presented in columnar form:

(1]) A brief description of the. location and general character of plants: mines and' other materially important physical
propenies of the issuer~ .

(] 2) A description of any material legal proceedings pending against the company~

(13) An explanation of any increa~e or decrease in the; number of outstanding. securities. in an~ class. of the issuer:

(14) The approximate number of holders of rec?rd of each outstanding class of equity securities:

KEY: PROPOSED RULES. SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language.~~ indicate
deletions from existing rule language. If a proposed rule is totally new. it is designated "all new material:' ADOPTED
RULES SECTION - Underiining indicates ilddilions to proposed rule language. Siflke tH:t+5 indicate deletions from
proroscd rule language. .
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(\5) A list in tabular form of the name and address of e'!ch executive officer. and any person known to the issuer who
beneficially owns 10 percent or more of any class of outstanding voting securities of the issuer. showing for each the title of the
class owned. the type of ownership. the amount owned and the percent of class owne'd;

(16) A list in tabular form of the amount of remuneration received and the capacity in which such remuneration was received
for each executive officer and director;

(17) A list and description of the number and exercise price of all options outstanding which are beneficially owned by any
officer or director; , ,

(18) A description of any transactions in the last fiscal year or any currently pending transaction to which the issuer or any of
its subsidiaries was a party and in which any director. officer. ten percent shareholder or any affiliate had or will have a direct or
indirect materjal interest. and a description of the nature of such inter~st; and

(\9) Financial statements complying with the requirements of SDiv. 2132 of these regulations.

(b) ill Any issuer filing annual reports under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 i* tiTe iAvestffieAt CSffi13a:A~' A€t e+ +94Q
may file. in lieu of the report required by paragraph (a) of this section. a duplicate copy ~f the annual report filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission.

(2) Any issuer filing reports under the Investment Company Act of 1940 may file. in lieu of the report required by
paragraph (a) of this section, a current updated prospectus as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission or a copy of
the annual report required to be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

(e) The annual report or prospectus required by this section shall be filed on or prior to the 90th day (or 120th day in the case
of issuers registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940) following the close of the issuer's fiscal year, except that if the
information required 'by i-teffi SDiv 2027(a) (19) is not reasonably available at such time, such information may be filed on or
before the 150th day following the close of the 'issuer's fiscal year.

SDiv 2028 Application.

Regulations under this section of the act. are divided into separate subchapters ba~ed upon the type of security involved.
. However. SDiv 2029-2041,shall apply to all securities, and should be followed in al! i;!:l,~.l.~f)ces unless they are inconsistent with

another regulation in the appropriate subchapter for the type of security proposed to ''be registered. In that· instance. the
subcha~ter requirements will apply.~ SDiv 2028 to 2109 shall not apply to securities or transactions exempted by hHsAesst8
£tatl1tes,~ SJ:!1313lemeAt, SeetisA Minn:stat. § 80A.15, subds. 1 or 2 (978), as amended. nor shall they apply to securities
registered by notification.

Subchapter 1 Equity Securities Regulation SDiv 2029-2041

'Subchapter 2 Senior Securities Regulation SDiv 2042-2046

Subchapter 3 'Investment Companies Regulation SDiv 2047·2057

Subchapter 4 Real Estate Limited Partnerships SDiv 2058-2066

Subchapter 5 Oil and Gas Programs SDiv 2067·2080

Subchapter 6 Cattle Feeding Programs SDiv 2081·2089

Subchapter 7 Real Estate Investment Trusts SDiv 2090-2109

Subchapter 8 Commodity Pool Guidelines 4 MCAR ~~ 1.2140 to 1.2145.

SDiv 2029'[The existing rule is proposed for repeal and the following language IS proposed as a substitute.]

SDiv 2029 Minimum investment required.

(a) Unless an issuer or its predecessors have demonstrated profitable operations for two of the three fiscal years prior to
registration. determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting pri"nciples. aOer taxes and excluding extraordinary
items, the "fair value of the equity investment" of such issuer shall be at least 10 percent of the first $1 million and...s percent
thereafter of the "equity investment" which would result from the sale of all the securities proposed to be offered.

(b) "Fair value of,the equity investment" shall mean the higher of:

(I) the total of all sums irrevocably conveyed to the issuer in cash, together with the reasonable value of all tangible assets
. irrevocably conveyed to the issuer. and together with an evaluation by a qualified independent appraiser of intangible assets

including. but not limited to. patents, licenses. technologies. trademarks. and technical or professional services contributed by
the prnmotcrs. as adjusted by the retained earnings of the issuer subsequent to the dates of such conveyances. payments or
conlrihutions. or
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(2) the total shareholders' equity as set forth in a certifi~d balance sheet prepared in accordance with SDi" 2132.le~
value assigned to any intangible assets which have not been independently evaluated.

(c) "Equity investment" shall mean the sum of:

(1) the "fair value of the equity investment" plus

(2) an amount equal to the net proceeds which would be received by the issuer upon completion of the offering, assuming
the maximum aggregate amount of securities registered are sold. .

-(d) An appraisal or other evaluation used for the purposes of complying with the minimum equity investment may not be
reflected in any form. either in the prospectus or in the issuer's financial statements or any footnotes thereto, unless it conforms
with generally' accepted accounting principles.

SDiv 2030 Cheap stock.
(a) =H1e q\:laFltit)' e.f~.~ e)tpressed ~ e pereeFlte:ge e.f tee~ FI\:iffieer e.f~te~ olitstaFldiFlg &f.tef:~ proposed

offering, 5fl.e:H flet~ #te foIlovl'iFlg perceAtages, depeFlding eft H7e~ ¥ett:te e.f~~ in','estffients" ft5 deRRed ift
&9t¥ 'O'Q(h):

~ Investffient ~~

+§. percent .3Q~
~percent ~~

.3Q percent ~~

4Q perceFlt g.Q.~

. ~ percent 9Q~
±R H1e €-aSe ef e "ffiiniffi\:lffi ffianiffi\:iffi" offering, ~ allo','I'aele fa+te.; e.f + te ~ eet'it'een tfTe ftH.f ¥aH:t-e e.f H7e~

iAvestffieFlt f:ffi4~ 5fl.e:H fTet~ eneeeded at frftY +H=ne-:- The amount of "cheap stock" allowable, based upon the "fair value of
the equity investment" as defined in SDiv 2029(b), shall not exceed three times the first 10 percent of equity investment and two
times any further equity investment to a maximum number of shares of cheap stock allowable of 90 percent of the lotal number

. of shares to be outstanding after the propo·sed offering.
!:::'~.":I.,,;:.:"...

SDiv 2030 (c)~~ 6ees fte-t~ sec\:lrities wfH.eft fta¥e eee.n o\:ltstaFlding~-~~~et~ t+rne ef~
proposed registratioR, if H1e tsslief MG eeen ffi~ eORtin\:lo\:ls e\:lSiAeSS operatioA fef ffiefe~ t:ffi=ee~ iffHflediatelv
~ te #te proposed registration. Cheap stock does not include:

(1) securities which have been outstanding more than three years at the time of the proposed registration, provided that the
issuer of its predecessors have been in active. continuous business operation for more than three years immediately prior to the
proposed registration~

(2) securities of an issuer which (a) had earnings during the fiscal year prior to registration or (b) had earnings during two of
the three fiscal years prior to registration, as determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, after
taxes and excluding extraordinary income, if such earnings are in an amount equal to 4 percent of the proposed public offering
price on all outstanding shares of the same class at the date 'of application for registration~ or

(3) securities previously issued pursuant to a registration under Minn. Stat. ch. 80A.

SDi" 2031 [The existing rule is proposed for repeal and the following language is proposed as a substitute.]

SDiv 2031 Employee and Director Options and Other -Forms of Compensation through Receipt of Securities.

(a) Outstanding options to all employees and directors shall not ~xceed 20 percent of the to be outstanding common shares of
the issuer unless a majority of the shareholders. excluding officers. directors, employees. and their spouses have approved a
larger percentage. provided further that:.

(I·) the exercise price shall be no less than 100 percent of the fair market value on the date of the grant~ and r

(2) no such oPti~ns in excess of 10 per~ent of the to be outstanding shares are granted to any individual who. immediately

KEY: PROPOSED RULES SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language.~~ indicate
delel ions from existing rule language. If ~ proposed rule is totally new, it is designated "all new material." ADOPTED
RULES SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to proposed rule language.~~ indicate deletions from

proposed rule language.
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before such option is granted, owns stock possessing more than 10 percent of the total combined voting PO;-e~ o-r value of all
classes of stock of the issuer. •

(b) No shares shall be issued to employees or directors unless they shall have paid fair market value therefor, in cash. other
than pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section, unless: they are issued under the same terms and conditions as
shares are issued to all holders of the same class of securities of the issuer. or unless a majority of shareholders, excluding
officers, directors, employees and their spouses. have approved the issuance.

SDiv 2036 Interest of management and others in certain transactions.

(a)' The prospectus or offering circular should describe briefly any material interest. direct or indirect. of any of the foHowing
persons in any material transactions during the last three ye'ars, or in any material proposed transactions. to which the registrant
or any of its subsidiaries was, or is to be. a party: .

(I) Any affiliate of the registrant.

(2) Any associate or a:ffiliate of any of the foregoing persons.

Official instructions and other applicable interpretations or rules promulgated by the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission purSuBRt ~.FefrR s-+ will be deemed to apply to this regulation.

SDiv 2039 Speculative issues.

As a condition to permitting any offering involving securities which the commissioner, shall deem spe,culative, the
commissioner may require anyone or more of the following:

(a) that the prospectus or offering circular conspicuously state on its cover or the following two printed pages that the
securities offered thereby are speculative or a brief description of the material risks involved in the purchase of the securities
with a cross-reference to further discussion (in greater detail) in the body of the prospectus and/or -that P~t:~ investor r~ceive a
statement concerning the speculative nature of the securities. sign a copy thereof. and file same with the commissioner;

(b) that the prospectus or offering circular conspicuously state on its cover or the following two printed pages that the
.offering involves substantial dilution of the book value of the common stock from the' public offering price and further state
within its body, in reasonable detail. the amount and nature of such dilution: ":-';"~'~~'.. - . .:;;.,;''11.;: c

SDiv 2050 Speculative activities.

The policy stated or followed by any investment company of engaging in any material respect in any of the following or
related speculative activities. whether individually or in combination. and the relatively greater risks or costs involved in such
activities. shall be disclosed or clearly referred to in bold face type on the cover or the following two printed pages of the
prospectus or on a prospectus supplement satisfactory in form to the commissioner:

(a) Borrowing money for investment in securities, excluding borrowing for temporary purposes.

(b) Purchasing securities for short-term trading but excluding money market funds or other investment companies whose
portfolio holdings consist substantially of debt instruments.

(c) Purcnasing,restricted securities as herein defined.

Cd) Purchasing put or call options or combinations thereof.

(e) Short selling of securities. excluding short selling against the box.

SDi" 2051 [Proposed for repeal: number reserved for future use: relating to the maximum annual expenses paid or int:\Jrred by
an investment company.J

SDiv 2052 Minimum capjtalizatio~.

An investment company having net assets of less than $1.000.000 or an affiliated investment' adviser with less than an
aggregate of $100.000.000 under management may not qualify its securities for registration unless:

Ca) the securities are being offered pursuant to a firm underwriting- commitment which will. upon expiration of the initial
offering' period. capitalize the fund at not less than $~I.OOO.OOO: or

Cb) all proceeds of 'the offering are deposited in an escrow account. subject to their return in full to the investors if the
minimum capitalization of $1,000,000 is not achieved within three months after the date of the offering.

SDiv 2057 Closed end investr:nent companies. .

(b) No closed-end fund shall be registered for public offering in this state unless such fund adheres to. and discloses in its
pro~pcctus. each of th~ following policies:
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(1) The fund shall not at the time of purchase, as to IPQ% of its total assets:

(aa) invest more than 30% of its total assets in restricted debt securities; u.nless permitted by the commissioner upon
proper justification; ,

(bb) invest more than 15% of its total assets in all forms of illiquid securities. including. but not limited to.
commodities, real estate, general and limited partnership interests. oil and gas interests, options and warrants, puts. calls.
straddles. spreads, and restricted securities, except as provided in (I) above~

(cc) invest in securities carrying more than 10% of the voting rights of any issuer;

(dd) invest in more than 10% of the equity securities of anyone issuer:

(ee) invest more than 10% of its total assets in the securities of real estate investment trusts or other investment
companies. provided that investments in excess of 10% may be permitted by' the commissioner upon a showing that such
investments involve no duplication to management or advisory services with those of the fund.

(2) The fund shall not at any time. as to 75% of its total assets, invest more than 5% of such assets in the securities'of any
one issuer. exclusive of government securities.

(3) The fund shall not effect any brokerage transactions in its portfolio securities with any broker-dealer affiliated directly'
or indirectly with its investment adviser or manager. unless such transactions (including the frequency. thereof. the receipt of
commissions payable in connection therewith, and the selection of the affiliated broker-dealer effecting such transactions) are
not unfair or inequitable to the shareholders of the fund.

(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (b) above, because of the possible risk to the investor. no closed end fund which engages in
anv of the following or related speculative activities shall be registered for public offering in this state unless the appropriate
di;closure is made in'bold face type on the cover of both the preliminary and final prospectuses. or on a prospectus supplement
satisfactory in form to the commissioner. as 'follows:

•'These securities may involve a high degree of risk because the fund is authorized:

(I) to engage in short term trading ~esulting in portfolio turnover greater than 100 percent annually (see page __).

(2) to leverage more than 10 percent of its total assets (see page ). ; ':;:;~'-'::. . ,-::,~';.'.

(3) to invest more than 5 percent of assets in restricted securities exclusive.of debt securities (see page '__).

(4) to engage in short sales. excluding short sales against the box (see page __).

(5) to invest more than 5 percent of its total assets in foreign securities where the fund must pay an interest equaJiza,tion
tax.

(6) in relation to ~ 75 percent of its total assets, to invest more than 5 percent of such assets in anyone issuer."

SDiv 2113 rProp~sed for repeal~ number·reserved for future use.]

SDiv 2115 (c) For the purpose of determining the number of sales which have been made. or will have been made upon
completion of a proposed distribution under Section 80A.15 Subdivision 2(a). only those sales which would be iAell:1ded wftfH.ft
~~ .subject to the registrati.on provisions of Chapter "80A. as determined by ,sectioA Minn. Stat. § 80A.27. shall be
included.

Cd) For purposes of this rule. time shall be computed pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 645.15 (J978), 'as amend~d.

SDj\, 2117 The terms "financial institution or institutional buyer" contained in SeetioR Minn. Stat. § 80A. J5. subd. 2(g)
(1978). as amended, e.e ftet ordiAaril)'~ e~ BusiFless IAvestffieAt COffipaAy~ tl €itft ee demO!'~strated ~ tl
possesses adeql':lBte sophisticatioR wttfl~ toe~ specific ef+e:F tffi'6~ include but are not limited to: (I) any corporation
with a class of equity securities registered under Section 12(g) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. as amended. (2) any
single investor who purchases $100.000 or more of an issue with respect to such sale •. provided the purchase is for cash and
payment is made at the time of the sale. and (3) a Small Business Investment Company.

SDiv 2118 (b) The limitation of 25 purchasers cont,9ined in § 80A.15. subd. 2(h) is waived in connection with any~
distribution resulting in sales to not more than 35 persons in this state in connection with any offering being made in compliance

KEY: PROPOSED RULES SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language. Stfl.JEe~ indicate
deletions from existing rule language, If a proposed rule'is totally new. it is designated "all new material." ADOPTED
RULES SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to proposed rule lar:tguage.~~ indicate deletions from
proposed rule language,
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with Rule 146 promulgated by the Securities and Exchange Cpmmission [17 C.F.R. Section 230.146~] H'~ otleriRg
eOffiplies tR aH respects wtH1 tlts:t~ or rules promulgated under section 3<b) of the Securities Act of 1933. if such offering is in
compliance with any such rules.

SDiv 2118 (c) The exemption contained in § 80A.15. subd. 2(h) is withdrawn for any security representing an interest in or
formed for the purpose of investing in any oil and gas venture, or any partnership. joint venture, group or association formed
principaliy for the purpose of exploring for oil and gas or developing oil and gas reserves unless' said security is sold in
compliance with RUI~ 146 promulgated by the Securities and Exchange Commission. I J7 C.F.R. Section 230.146~J.

SDiv 2118 (d) The exemption contained in Section 80A.I5. Subdivision 2<h) is withdrawn for any security representing an .
interest in, or formed for the purpose of investing in, any. animal breeding. animal feeding, animal leasing or similar venture.
unless said sec~rity is sold in compliance with Rule 146 promulgated br the Securities and Exchange Commission. (17 C.F.R.
Section 230.146~]. .

SDiv 2118 (g) (2) For purposes of this rule, "public distribution" means a~~ offering registered under the Securities Act
of 1933 or exempted by Regulation A of Section 3(b) of that act. provided. however. that HTts i9:He~ fiat~~ a public
distribution does not include exchange offers or e#ef:s the exercise of options pursuant to a plan approved, or proposed to be
approved by shareholders.

SDiv 2118 0) The requirement of Minn. Stat. § 80A.15. subd. 2(h)(1) is hereby waived in connection with any distribution of
securities pursuant to any employer savings. stock purchase. pension. profit sharing or similar benefit plan. or self-employed
person's retirement plan.

SDiv 2118 (k) The exemption contained in § 80A.I5, subd. 2(h) is conditioned on the use of an offering circular or other
documents offering full disclosure in connection with each offer or sale.

SDiv 2118 (1) For the purpose of this rule, time shall be computed pursuant to Minn. Stat. ~ 645.15(1978), as amended.

SDiv 2119 OtTers, but not sales ef~ iRdHstriaJ reveFlHe ee.fTd for which a registration· statement has been filed under SeetisRS
80A.01 -te 80/'..31 Minn. Stat. ch. 80A. are hereby exempled from registration pursuanJ to SeetioR Minn. Stat. § 80A.I5. subd.
2(i) (978). as amended, provided, however, 'that any such written otTer may be made .aruy by, or only if accompanied by, the
most recent preliminary o'r the final prospectus on file with the commissioner. ~,''''.. ,cr.,.",.;:.".,

SDiv 2122 (a) Any otTer or sale by an affiliate of the issuer thereof is hereby exempted from registration pursuant to SeetioR
Minn. Stat. § 80A.15, subd. 2(0) (1978). as amended. if the following conditions are met prior to any such offer or $ale:

(I) if the sale is subject to Rule 144 of the Securities and Exchange Commission:

(aa) a registration statement is in effect with respect to securities of the same class of'such issuer and

(bb) the sa1e is made pursuant to Rule 144 promulgated by the Securities and Exchange Commission and

fe€1 ft'~ ef I=efffi 444 is trBFlsffiitted -te~ COFAffiissioFler eSflteffiSOF8:FleO\:lS~ +ts tr8:Rsffiittal. fe HTe SeeHRtle~

ftfl'G EJichange COffiffiissioR fffi6:;-

(cc) . f6.&1 all annual. qH8:rterl)! or other reports required by Section Minn. Stat. *80A.12 (1978). as amended. or any rule
thereunder have been filed or distributed during the twelve months preceding such sale lor for such shorter period for which the
issuer was required to file such reports), or

(2) if the sale is not subject to Rule 144:

(aa) a registration statement is in effect with res'pecl to securities of the same class of such issuer and

(bb) a statement of the facts called for by Form 144 has been furnished to the commissioner concurrent with the placing
with a broker-dealer of an orde~ to execute a sale (if a br'oker-dealer is used) or at the time of the .offer (if a broker-dealer i~ not
used) and. .

(cc) all annual ,qH8f1erl;', or other reports required by *80A.I:2 or any rule thereunder have been filed or distributed
during the twelve months preceding such sale (or for ~~uch shorter period for which the issuer was required to file such reports).

, .

SDiv 2123 Advertising material. (a) Definition .••Advertisement" '!leans any written or printed communication or any
communication by means of recorded telephone messages or transmined on radio. television. or similar communications media,

. including film strips or m9tion pictures. published ~n connection with the offer or sale of a security.

(b) Certain advertisements. to be filed. All sale~ and advertising literature' and promotional material including that
material required to be preserved pursuant to SDiv :2015 (d) (I ). other than that exempted by this rule. shall be governed by the
following:
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(1) =I=fre aJ3plieant 5fl.a.H.~~~ Commissioner, ffi~ffi.:e~~ ifs intended dissemination, efte~efeeeft
tteffi ef literaH:lFe ef material Any such material shall. upon the written request of the commissioner, be filed with the
commissioner prior to being disseminated.

SDiv 2123 Advertising material.

(e) :Violations. Any person, including any broker-dealer or agent thereof. investment advisor or issuer who knowingly
prepares, distributes or causes to be issued or published any sales literature which is knowingly inaccurate, false, misleading or '
tending to mislead in any material respect or otherwise in violation of the provisions herein may be held responsible and
,accountable therefor in any administrative or civil proceeding arising under the act or these rules.

SDiv 2124 Every registration statement and prospectus fora security which is~ registered as required under chapter 80A, and
isexempt from registration by § 3 (a) (l J) of the Securities Act of 1933 as amended ef eJiemj3ted~~ ;~ shall bear.
on the front page of such registration statement or prospectus. the following language in capital letters and boldface type:

THESE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN APPROVED OR DISAPPROVED BY THE MINNESOTA SECURITIES AND
REAL ESTATE DIVISION NOR HAS TJ:iE DIVISION PASSED UPON THE ACCURACY OR ADEQUACY OF'THIS
PROSPECTUS. ANY REPRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE..

. SDiv 2125 (b) (l) In recommending to a customer the purchase, sale or exchange of any security, a broker-dealer shall have
reasonable grounds for believing that the recommendation is suitable for such customer upon the basis of the facts; if~
disclo~ed by such customer as to his financial situation and needs. '

SDiv 2125 (d) (1) No broker-dealer, investment adviser. agent or employee' of any of the' above shall effect with or for any
customer's account ffi~ te wfH€.ft~ broker dealer ef fH.s~ ef emJ3loyee ts~ wttft~ discretionary~ any
transactions of purchase or sale which are excessive in size, amount or frequency in view of the financial resources and
character of such account.

SDiv 2125 (e) If a broker-dealer buys for his own account from his customer, or sells for his own account to his customer, he
shall buy or sell at a price which is fair. taking into consideration all relevant circumstances. including market conditions with
respect to such security at the time of the ,transaction. the expense involved. and the fact that he is entitled to a profit.

SDiv 2126 Any rescission offer described in Section Minn. Stat. § 80A.23~ subd. ;':f(l978), as amended,',shall normally be
accompanied by a document meeting the requirements of a prospectus for a registration by qualification. Said document shall,
in addition. clearly disclose any material facts concerning the alternatives available to the offeree.

t,

'SDiv 2135 Incorporation by reference.

Whenever a reference is made in SDiv 2000 to~~ 4 MCAR *2151 to a federal or state statute. rule, decision or
opinion, such reference shall be deemed to refer to the version of the statute, rule. decision or opinion as of Af*"#~ +9+4
~~~~ rerereRee eOfltaifled ffi~~~~~~ 2113 2119,~~ ftft&~5ftEHt~

{.e~ versieA as ef~ H-;~ December 1. 1980.

Amendment,S to the Minnesota Securites Act Form's as, Proposed

Form 101, "APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER'S LICENSE:' [Proposed for repeal.] The.following form is
proposed as a substitute: .

Form ADV, "APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION AS AN IN\~ESTMENT ADVISER OR TO AMEND SUCH AN
APPLICATION UNDER THE INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT OF 1940", as referred to at 17 C.F.R. § 279.] (J980), as
amended.

Form, "Quarterly Report." [Proposed for repeal.) .

Form BD, "APPLICATION FOR BROKER/DEALER'S LICENSE." [Proposed for repeaL) The following form is proposed as
a substitute:

Form BD, "UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR REGI"STRATION, LICENSE OR MEMBERSHIP AS A BROKER-DEALER
OR TO AMEND SUc;H AN APPLICATION UNDER THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934. OR UNDER THE

KEY: PROPOSED RULES SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language. S+A*e~ indicate
deletions from existing rule language. If a proposed rule is totally new, it is designated "all new material." ADOPTED
RULES SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to proposed rule language.~ e-tt+5 indicate deletions from
proposed rule language. '
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LAWS OF THE JURISDICTIONS OR UNDER THE CONS;rITUTIONS AND RULES OF THE SELF-REGULATORY
ORGANIZATIONS ACc'EPTING THIS FORM", as referred to at 17 C.F.R. § 249.501 (1980), as amended.

Rules as Proposed (all new material)

4 MCAR § 1.2127 Amendments "Requiring an order of the commissioner," pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 80A.28, subd. 3, (]978), as
amended. shall mean any change in the language of the currently effective "order" of registration or licensing. including. 'by
way of example:

A~ ·A change in the name of the registrant, whether an issuer. broker-dealer or investment adviser;

B.~:-A change in price, if equity securities are involved; ,

C. A change in interest rate, if debt securities are involved;

D. A change in type or class of security registered.

Subchapter 8: Commodity Pool Guidelines (4 MCAR §§ 1.2140-1.2145)

4 MCAR § 1.2140 Definitions. As used in these rules. the following terms shall mean:

A. Commissioner. The Commissioner of Securities and Real Estate.

B. Adv.iser. A person who for any consideration engages in the business ~f advising others. either directly'or indirectly, as to
the value. purchase, or sale of commodity futures contracts or commodity options.

C. Capital contributions. The total investment in a program by a participant or by all participants. as the case may be.

D. Clearing broker. Any person who engages in the business of effecting transactions in commodities futures contracts for
the account of others or for his own account.

E. Commodity futures contract. A contract providing for the delivery or receipt at a future date of a specified amount and
grade of a traded commodity at a specified price and delivery point. < •

. F. Net assets. The total assets. less total liabilities. of the program determined on the basis of generally accepted accounting
principles. Net assets shall include any unrealized profits or losses on open positions. ana'atly other credit or .deootaccruing to
the program but unpaid or not received by the program.

G. Net asset value per unit. The net assets divided by the number of units outstanding.

H. Net profits. The sum of:

'1. The net of any profits and losses realized on all trades closed out during the period.

2. The net pf any unrealized profits and losses on open positions as of the end of the period. minus.

3. The, net of any unrealized profits or losses on open positions as of the end of the preceding period,

4. All expenses incurred or accrued during the period and

5. Cumulative net realized losses. if any, carried forward from preceding period~.

I. Organization' and offering expenses. All expenses incurred by the program in connection with and in preparing a program
for registration and subsequently offering and distributing it to the public. including. but not limited to. total underwriting and
brokerage discounts and commissions (including fees of the underwriter's .attorneys). expenses for printing. engraving and
mailing. salaries of employees while engaged in sale.s aClivity. charges of. transfer agents. registrars. trustees. escrow holders.
depositories and experts: and expenses of qualification of the sale of securities under federal and state law. including taxes and
fees and accountants' and attorneys' fees.

j. Participant. The holder of a program interest.

K. Person. A natural person, partnership. corporation. association or other legal entity. ~

L. Program. The limi~ed partnership. joint, venture or incorporated. organiz.ation formed and operated for the purpose of
investing in commodity futures contracts.

M. Program interest. A limited partnership or other form of ownership in a program.

N. Pyramiding. A method of using all or a part of an unrealized profit in a commodity futures contract position to provide
margin for additional commodity futures contracts of the same or related commodities.

O. Sponsor. Any person directly or indirectly instrumental in organizing a progr~m or any person whp will be responsible for
lhe management of a program. Sponsor shall include an adviser or a clearing broker who pays any portion of the organizational
expenses of the program. a gener~1 partner. and any olher person who regularly performs or selects the persons who perform
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servic.es for the program. Sponsor does not include wholly independent third 'parties such as anorneys. accountants: and
underwriters whose only compensation is for professional services rendered in connection with the offering of the units. The
term "sponsor" shall be deemed to include affiliates of any sponsor otherwise comipg within this definition.

P. Valuation date. The date as of which the net assets of the fund are determined.

R. yaluation period. A regular period of time between valuation dates.

4 MCAR § 1.2141 Requirements of sponsors, advisers, and clearing brokers.

A. Experience. A~y person' providing management. advisory. or clearing services to the program shall have at least three
years of relevant experience in the area of trading commodity futures contracts. Such experience must include the trading of
commodity futures contracts for others or must otherwise demonstrate sufficient knowledge of such person to peJionn the
services propo~ed and to carry out the program policies and objecti~es. .

B. Financial condition. The financial condition ofa sponsor must be commensurate with any financial obligations a~sumed in
the offering and in the management and operation of the program. At a minimum. the net worth shall be the greater of:

1. An amount equal to 5 percent of the participants' capital in all existing programs in which a sponsor or an affiliate has
potential liability, plus 5 percent of the total subscriPtions in the program being offered, or

. .
2. Fifteen per~ent of the gross amount of the current offering with respect to offerings of less than $2,500,000. If the

offering exceeds $2,500,000, the net worth must be at least 10 percent ofthe gross amount of the offering. up to $1 million of net
worth. but in no case less than $50.000. Net worth of individual sponsors shall be determined exclusive ofhome, furnishings and
automobiles. Audited balance sheets of sponsors shall be furnished except that in theev.ent a sponsor is an individual, an
unaudited balance sheet prepared by a certified public accountant and signed and sworn to by such individual sponsor may be
accepted for the purpose of determining required net worth. Also. evaluation will be made of contingent liabilities to determine
the appropriateness of their inclusion in the computation of net worth.

C. Investment in the program. A sponsor must make a permanent investment in the program equal to the lesser of 3 percent
of the public investors' interest or $50,000.

D. Tax ruling or opinion. A program organized in the form of a limited partnership must obtain a favorable tax ruling from the
'Internal Revenue Service or favorable opinion of qualified tax counsel in a form accept~il:~leto the commissioner concerning the
tax status as a limited partnership. A favorable tax ruling or opinion is one which concludes that the program,w-ill be treated as a
partnership for tax purposes. '

E. Liability ana indemnification. The sponsor(s) shall not attempt to pass on to participants the liability imposed upon a
sponsor by law except that the program agreement may provide for indemnification of the sponsor(s) under the following
circumstances and in the manner and to the extent indicated:

I. In any threatened, 'pending or completed action, suit. or proceeding to which a sponsor was or is a party or is
threatened to be made a party by reason of the fact that he is or was a sponsor of the program (other than an action by or in the
right of the program), the program may' indemnify such sponsor against expenses, including attorneys' fees, judgments and
amounts paid in settlement actually and reasonably incurred by him in connection with such action, suit or proceeding if the
sponsor act,ed in good faith and in a manner he reasonably beli~ved to be in or not opposed to the best interests of the program,
and provided that his conduct does not constitute gross negligence. wilful or wanto,n misconduct, or a breach of his fiduciary
obligations to the participants. The termination of any action. suit or proceeding by judgment. order or settlement shall not. of
itself. create a presumption that the sponsor did not act in good faith and in a manner which he reasonably believed to be in or
not opposed to the best interests of the program:

:!. In any threatened. pending or completed action or suit by or in the right of the program. to which a sponsor was or is a
party or is threatened to be made a party, involving an alleged cause of action by a participant or participants for damages
arising from the activities of a sponsor in the performance of management of the internal ~ffairs,of the program as prescribed by
the program agreement or by the law of the state of organization. or both. the program may indemnify such sponsor against
expenses. including attorneys' fees, actually and reasonably incurred by him in connection with the defense or settlement of
such action or suit if he acted in good faith and in a manner he reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best inferests of
the program as specified in this clause, except that no )ndemnification shall be made in respect of any claim, issue or matter as to
which the sponsor shall have been adjudged to be liable for negligence. nlisconduct. or brc:ach of fiduciary obligation in the

KEY: PROPOSED RULES SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language.~ etHs indicate
deletions from existing rule language. If a proposed rule is totally new, it is designated "all new material." ADOPTED
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proposed rule language.
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performance of his duty to the program as specified in this clause. unless and only to the extent that the court in which.,such
action or suit was brought shall determine upon application. that. despite the adjudication of liability but in view of all
circumstances of the case, such person is fairly and reasonably entitled to indemnity for s'uch expenses as the court shall deem
proper~

3., To the extent that a sponsor has been successful on the merits or otherwise in defense of any action. suit or
proceeding referred to in E.l. or E.2., or in defense of any claim, issue or matter therein. the program shall' indemnify him against
the expenses. including attorneys'fees, actually and reasonably incurred by him in connection therewith~ and

\ ' .
4.' Any indemnification under E.I. or E.2.. unless ordered by a court. shall be made by the program only as authorized in

the specific case and only upon a determination by independent legal counsel in a written opinion that indemnification of the
sponsor is proper. in the circumstances because he has met the applicabl~ standard 9f conduct set forth in E.I. and E.2.

F. Additional requirements. Any sponsor, adviser. or clearing broker must present evidence that it is or will be in compliance
with applicable licensing or registration requirements under the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended.

&1 MCAR § 1.2142 Standards. '

~;;:,-:;,,:.':""~7;'~_ '

.~:.":':.~:.'

-,.''''.0- "

A. Disclosures. In view of the limited transferability, the relative 'lack of liquidity. and the high risk of loss of many
commodity pool programs, suitability standards related to the risks to be undertaken will be required for the participants. and
must be set forth in both the prospectus and a written instrument to be executed by each participant. The prpspectus shall set
forth the investment objectives of the program. a description of the type of participant who could benefit from the program and
the suitability standards to be applied in marketing the program. ~

B. Sales to appropriate persons, A sponsor and each person selling program interests on behalf of a sponsor shall make every
reasonable effort to assure that those persons being offeredor sold the interests meet the suitability standards set forth in this
section. The following shall be evidence thereof: '

I. That the participant has the capacity of understanding the fundamental aspects of the program. which capacity may be
evidenced by the following: .

a. The nature of employment experience~

b. The education level achieved;

c. Access to advice from qualified sources. such as an attorney. accountant or tax adviser~ and
t. '

d. Prior experience with investments of a similar nature~

2. That the participant has an apparent understanding:

a. Of the fundamental risks and possible financial hazards of the investment;

b. Of the'lack of liquidity of the investment~

c. That the investment will be directed and managed by the sponsor: and

d. Of the tax consequences of the investment: .

3. That the participant can bea~ the financial risks involved.

C. Maintenance of suitability records. A sponsor shall retain for at least three years all records necessary to substantiate the
facts that program interests were sold only to participants for whom such securities were suitable. The commissioner may
require a sponsor to obtain from the purchaser a leqer justifying the suitability of such investment.

D. Minimum Investment. The minimum subscription shall not be less than $2.500 and shall be paid in cash at the time of
purchase. Assessments of any kind shall be prohibited.

4 MCAR § 1.2143 Fees, compensation and expenses.

A. Organizational and offering expenses. All organizational and offering expenses. including commissions. incurred in order
to sell program interests shall be reasonable. In no eve~nt shall these expenses exceed 15 percent of the gross proceeds of the
offering, " . '~

B. Compensation.

I. Maximum expenses. The aggregate annual expenses of every character paid or incurred by a program. including
management and advisory fees based on the net ~ssets of the program but excluding commodity brokerage commissions.
incentive fees. legal. audit and extraordinary expenses'. calcul~ted at least quarterly on a basis consistently applied. shall be
rca'\onable but in no event shall exceed one-half of I percent of the program's net as~ets per month: provided a sponsor shall not
receive a management fee if he receives any portion of the brokera'ge commissions under B.3.
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The sponsor(s) shall reimburse the program quart~r1y for the amount by which such aggregate monthly expenses
exceed the amounts herein provided. up to an amount not exceeding its management and advisory fees for the period for which
reimbursement is made, prior to publication of the program's quarterly report and shall promptly notify the commissioner if the
aggregate expense limitation is exceeded by reason of any extraordinary expenses.

'. 2. Incentive fees. A sponsor or adviser will be entitled to an incentive fee. The total of the incentive fee shall not exceed
15 percent of the net profits of the program. calculated not more often than quarterly on the valuation date. over the'h.ighest
previous valuation ~ate. For purposes of this calculation, program losses shall be carried forward but shall not be carr~ed back.

3. Brokerage commissions. The program shall seek the best price and services available in its -commodity futures
brokerage transactions. The program shall not effect any transactions in commodities futures contracts with any clearing
broker affiliat,ed directly or indirectly with a sponsor or with any adviser providing the sponsor with research information.
recommendations, or other services which might be of value to any sponsor, unless such transactions are effected at
competitive brokerage rates. In no event will the program be allowed to enter into any exclusive brokerage contract. If any
person receives any portion of the brokerage commissions from program operations, the adviser may not be affiliated with such
person. The commissioner may require the program to file periodic reports concerning all brokerage transactions.

4. Other incC?me. Any interest or other income earned by any portion of the program assets shall accrue solely to
the benefit of the program or the management fee shall be reduced by ~ny amount which does not so .accrue.

. 5. Expenses of the program. All expenses of the program shall be billed directly to and paid by the progra'm.
Reimbursements (other than for organizational and offering expenses) to any person or affiliate shall not be allowed. except for
reimbursement of the actual direct costs to the sponsor or affiliate of legal and audit services used for orhy the program.
Expenses incurred in connection with administration of the program. including but not limited to salaries. rent. travel expenses
and such other items generally falling under the category of overhead. shall not be charged to the program.

4 MCAR § 1.2144 Rights and obligations of participants.

A. Meetings. Meetings of the panicipants may be called by a sponsor or by participants holding more' than 10 percent of the
then outstanding units for any matters for'which the participants may vote as set forth in a program agreement. Such call for a .
meeting shall be deemed to have been made upon receipt by a sponsor of a wntteni-request from hold..:~t~, of the requisite
percentage of units stating the purpose of the meeting. The sponsor shall deposit in the United States Mails within 15 days after
receipt of said request, written notice to all participants of the meeting and the purpose of such meeting. which shall be held on a
date not less than 30 nor more than 60 days after the date of mailing of said notice at a reasonable time and place~

B. Voting rights of participants. The program agreement must provide that holders ofa majority of the then outstanding units
tn~y. without the necessity for concurrence by the sponsor(s). vote to: .

I. Ameno the program agreement.

2. 'Dissolve the program.

3. Remove a general partner and elect a new general partner.

4. Elect a new general partner if a general partner elec~s to withdraw from the program. and

5. Ca~cel any contract for services with any sponsor or an affiliate without penalty upon 60 days written not~ce. A
general partner shall not withdraw from a partnership without 90 days prior written notice thereof to the participants.

C. Access to program records.

I. The program agreement shall require the maintenance of a list of the names and addresses and interests owned of all '
participants at the principal office of the program. Such list shall be ~ade available for the review of any participant or his
representative at reasonable· times. and upon request. either in person or by mail. A participant or his representative shall be
furnished a copy of such list upon pay~ent of the cost of reproduction and mailing..

2. The participants and their representatives shall be pe~it1ed access to all records of the program. after adequate
notice. at any reasonable time. Records shall be mr,intained and preserved for a period of not less than six years.

D. Annual and periodic reports.
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J. The program agreement sh'all provide for the transmitt~1 to each participant of an annual report. within 120 days after
the close of the fiscal year, containing at least the following information:

a. A balance sheet as of the end of its fiscal year and statements of income, participants' equity, and changes in
financial position for the year then ended, all of which shall be prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles, and accompanied by an auditor's report containing an opinion (without material qualification) of an independent
certified public accountant or independent public accountant. '

b. A statement showing the total fees. compensation, brokerage commissions and expenses paid by the program,
segr.egated as to type. and stated both in aggregate dollar terms and as a percentage of net assets.

2. Participants shall be furnished with quarterly reports. which may be unaudited. containing the same information
required in D.I.a. and D.I.b. within 60 days after the end of the quarter~ .

3. All participants shall be provided all information necessary for the preparation of the 'participants' income tax returns
by not later than March IS of. each year..

4. The net assets of the program shall be calculated daily and the net asset value per unit shall be made available upon
the ·request of a participant.

4 MCAR § 1.2145 Disclos'ure and marketing requirements.

A. Minimum program capital. The minimum amount offunds required to activate a program shall be sufficient to accomplish
the objectIves of the program. including diversification. Any minimum less than $500.000. after deduction of any organizational
and offering expenses, including commissions, will be presumed to be inadequate to diversify. Provision must be made for the
return to participants or, )00 percent of paid subscriptions in the event that the established minimum to activate the program is
not reached. All funds received prior to activation of the program must be deposited with an independent custodian. trustee or
escrO\y agent whose name and address shall be disclosed in the prospectus. .

B. Sales literature. Sales literature. sales presentations (including prepared presentatiQns to prospective participants at group
meetings) and advertising used in the offer of sale of program interests shall conform in all applicable respects to the
requirements of filing, disclosure and adequacy currently imposed by SDiv. 2125 on sa:!~~ literature. sales presentations and
advertising used in the sale of corporate securities. ' ';,::10_ '

'-"~;.:...,~

C. Contents of the prospectus.

t. InformatiO'n on the cover page. There should be set forth briefly on the cover page. or the following two printed pages
of the prospectus. a summary which should include the following: the title and general nature of the program interests behag
offered: the minimum and max'imum aggregate amount of the offering: the minimum and maximum amount of net proceeds: the
subscription price: the period of the offering: the maximum amount of any sales or underwriting commissions to be paid (or if
none. whether such commissions are to be paid by the sponsor(s).

2. Sales to appropriate persons. There shall be set forth a description of the type of person who could benefit from the
program and the suitability standards to be applied in marketing it.

3. Definitions. Technical terms used in the prospectus sho,ul9 be defined in a glossary.

4. Risk factors. A participant should be advised in a carefully organized series' of short. concise paragraphs. under
subcaptions where appropriate. of the risks to be considered before making an investment in a program. The par~graphs should
include a cross reference to further information in the prospectus.

5. Business experience. The business experieilce of the principal officers of all sponsors shall be prominently disclosed
in the prospectus. Such disclosure shall indicate their business experienc'e for the past 5 years. Di~closure shall also be made
regarding the experience of any commodity trading adviser. and any clearing broker who is utilized by the program. The terms of
any material contracts entered into by the program shall be summarized in the prospectus.

6. Compensation. All direct and indirect fees and compensation of every type and from every source which n:tay pe paid
by the program \0 any person shall be summariz.ed in tabular form in one location in the forepart of the prospectus. A sponsor
shall not receive any compensation, direct or ,indirect~,other than that disclosed in the compensation section.

7. Use of proceeds. The prospectus shall state the purposes for which the proceeds of the program are intended to be
used and the approximate amount intended to be used for each such purpose.

8. Investment objectives and policies.

a. Describe the investment objectives and policies of the program. indicating which policies may be changed by the
sponsor(s) without a vote of the participants.

b. Describe the plan for distribution of income of the program.
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9. Prior performance.

a. The previous relevant program experience of any sponsor or adviser s.hall be disclosed in the prospectus for all
programs during the past three years which:

(1) Involved a public offering registered under state or federal securities laws;

(2) Involved a p.rivate or limited offering.

b. Information on previous programs shaH include, but not be limited to, the following:

(I) Ide~tificationof the program, including the name and location;

(2) The effective date of the offering, the date it commenced operations and the date of dissolution or termination
or. if it is continuing, that fact; . .

(3) The total amount of units, the gross amount of capital raised by the program. the number of participants, and
the dollar amount of investment of the sponsor, if applicable;

(4) Income credited and cash distributed to participants and to any sponsor, adviser. or clearing broker;

(5) Compensation and fees to any sponsor, segregated as to type;

(6) Compensation and fees paid to other relevant parties such as advisers and clearing br<?kers;

(7) The net asset value per unit as of the end of each valuation period previously used;

(8) Such additional or different disclosures of the success or failure of the programs as may be permitted or
required by the commissioner.

c. All of the foregoing information shall be set forth on a cumulative basis for each program in tabular form wherever
possible and include a brief description of any material differences between a prior program and the program to be offered.

d. The following caveat should be prominently featured in the presentation of the foregoing information: HJt should
not be assumed that participants in the offering covered by this prospectus will experience returns. if any, comparable to those

. experienced by participants in prior programs." .·f...~~:...·

e. The foregoing information shall be supported in the application for registrair~nby an affidavit thatlhe performance
summary is a fair presentation of the information contained in the audited financial statement or the federal income tax returns
of the program QI': in other reports or data.

10. Conflicts of interest and transactions with affiliates.

a. Any' conflicts of interest between the program and any sponsor. adviser. clearing broker or any affiliate thereof.
~ust be fullX disclosed. This would include, at a minimum the following:

(I) 'Any conflicts arising out of involvement with previous programs:

(2) Any conflicts arising out of involvement in the area of activities not related to the management, advising or
other services performed for commodity pools;

. (3) Any other agreements. arrangement or transactions. proposed or contemplated, that m'ay be a potential
conflict of interest:

(4) The sponsor shall also be required to disclose the steps that will be taken to alieviate any rea) or potential
conflic.t of interest: .

(5) If the program pays higher than the minimum commission rates for commodity brokerage transactions. such
fact shall be set forth along with a justification.

b. Certain material. conflicts of interest .are presumed to be sufficient to render the 'proposed program incapable of
accomplishing its stated objectives in the best interest of the panicipants 'and shall be .controlled as follows: .

(1) No loans may be made by the program to any sponsor or any other person;

(2) The funds of a program shall not b~ commingled with the funds of any other person. Funds used to satisfy
margin requirements .will not be considered commingling:
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(3) No rebates or give ups may be received by any person nor may any person participate in any reciprocal
business arrangements which could circumvent these guidelines. Furthermore. the prospectus and program agreement shall
contain language prohibiting the above as well as language prohibiting reciprocal business arrangements which would
circumvent the restrictions against dealing.with affiliates or other interested parties~ .

(4) The program agreement shall prohibit the commodity trading adviser or any other person acting in such
capacity from receiving an advisory fee if they share or participate. directly or indirectly. in any commodity brokerage
commissions nenerated. by the p~ogram; .

(5) The maximum period covered by any contract of the program with any adviser. clearing broker. sponsor or
affiliate thereof shall not exceed one year. Any contract must· be terminable without penalty upon 60 days written notice by the
program. which provisions shall be set forth in the program agreement: . . .

(6) Any other agreement. arrangement or transactions. proposed or contemplated. may be restricted in the
discretion of the commissioner if it would be considered unfair to the participants in the program.

11. Federal tax consequences. The prospectus shall disclose the following tax aspects:

a. Tax treatment of the program;

b. Tax treatment of the participants;

c. Method of allocation of losses or profits and cash distributions:

d. Any other pertinent information applicable to the tax aspects of the investment: a~d

e. The possibility that the filing of state tax returns will be required in the states in which interests are held.

12. Commodities futures markets. At a minimum, the prospectus should disclose the following characteristics of the
commodities markets:

a. That the commodities markets are extremely volatile ,and the risk of loss is great;

b. The procedures used in trading commodities futures contracts including. but not limited to. the margin
requirements on the commodities to be invested in by the program. the exchanges or board of trade on which the program
anticipates trading, and a description of the applicable exchange requirements. :::,,'$o,~••~ _. "<,,,~,;;, .. '

13..Licensing and regulation. The prospectus shall disclose any licensing or registration requirements of the· program.
including those imP9.sed by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission.

14. Prohibitions. The prospectus shall disclose that the program agreement specifically prohibits the following activities:

a. A program shall not engage in pyramiding:

b. A program shall not utilize borrowing:

c. A program shall not enter into an open position during a delivery month:

d. A program shall not permit the investment of its funds deemed "customer's funds" under the Commodity'
Exchange Act. as amended. in any securities other than as permitted by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission;

e. Aprogram shall not commit more than 15 percent ot its equity in the trading account at any time for'margin in any
one commodity irrespective of the delivery month. For this purpose gold and silver bullion~ coins and futures contracts shall be
considered one commodity:

L A program's trading policy shall specifically exclude the purchasing, selling, writing or trading in commodity
options or purchasing or selling securities, other than those mentioned in C.14.d;:

g. A program shall not engage in cash commodity transactions unless the cash commodity is fully hedged:
. .'

h. A sponsor shall not commit more than two-thirds of the net assets of a program as margin for commodity futures
contracts and the balance of such assets shall be retain'ed in cash or cash equivalent to appl~ as needed for additional margin'or
for redemption:

i. A sponsor shall not per,mit the churning of tre program's account so, as to generate a commission for itself or for the
benefit of any otherperson.'

15. Notification. Each participant shall b~ notified within seven business d4lys from the date of any decline in the net value
pe.r unit to less than 50 perc~nt of the amount on the last valuation date. Included in the notification shall he a description of the
participunts' voting rights pursuant to 4 MCAR ~ 1.:!143B.

16. Material changes. Any material changes in 'the program's basic invest~ent or trading policies or structure shall
rcquin: prior written approval hy a majority of program interests ~eld by participants. This shall include. specifically. any
transfer or withdrawal of any sponsor's required interest in the program. -
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17. Summary of any limited partnership agreement or otner program agreement.

18. Legal proceedings. Briefly describe any legal proceedings to which the program or any person is or was a party which
is material to the program and any material legal proceedings between any sponsor and participants in any prior program of the
sponsor.

19. Financial information required on application. A sponsor and the program shall provide as an exhibit to the
application for registration or where indicated below shall provide as part of the prospectus. the following financial information
and financial statements:

a. Balance sheet of the program. As part of the prospectus. a balance sheet of the program as of the end of its most
res;:ent fiscal year, prepared in accordance with generally' accepted accounting principles and accompanied by an auditor's
report without material qualification by an independent certified public accountant or an independent public accountant. and an
unaudited balance sheet as of a date not more than 90 days prior to the date of filing~

b. Balance sheet of a sponsor.

(I) Corporate Sponsor. A balance sheet ofa corporate sponsor as of the end of its most recent fiscal year. prepared
in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and accompanied by an auditor's report without material
qualification by an independent certified public accountant or an independent public accountant and an unaudited balance sheet
as of a date not more than 90 days prior to the date of filing. Such statements shall be included in a prospectus.

(2) Individual Sponsor. A balance sheet for each individual sponsor as of a time ,not more than 90 days prior to the
date of filing an application: such balance sheet may be audited and should conform to generally accepted accounting principles
and shall be signed and sworn to by such sponsor. A representation of the amount of such net worth must be included in the
prospectus~

c. Statement of income for corporate sponsor. A statement of income for the last fiscal year of a corporate sponsor
(or for the life of a corporate sponsor. if less) prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and
accompanied by an auditor's report without material qualification by an independent ~ertified public accountant or independent
public accountant, and an unaudited statement for any interim pe,riod ending not more'than 90 days prior to the date of filing an
application. ':-,,::"1;':~

4 MCAR § 1.2146 Miscellaneous provisions.

A. Fiduciary duty. The program agreement shall provide that the sponsor(s) shall have fiduciary responsibility' for the
safekeeping and use of all funds and assets of the program. whether or not in its immediate possession or control. and that it
sh.all not employ. or permit another to employ, such funds or assets in any manner except for the exclusive benefit of the
program.

B. Redemption·s. The program shaH provide an opportunity at least quarterly for the redemption of program interests at the
net asset value as of the valuation dates upon the written request of any participant. The participant must notify a sponsor of his
intent to redeem at least 30 days prior to the redemption date. The prospectus and program agreement must ~ndicate the
valuation dates for redemption. Such requests must be honoree! within 30 days following the valuation date. unless the quantity
of redemption~ would be detrimental to the tax status of the program. In that case. redemptions may be selected by lot. and
participants notified within 30 days whether or not their program interests were redeemed. The program agreement may pro~ide

for the suspension of redemptions if the effect of substantial redemptions would impair the ability of the program to operate in
pursuit of its objectives.

4 MCAR §§ 1.2147·1.2149 Reserved for future use.

4 MCAR § 1.2150 Waiver.

A0 The requirements of subchapters 4. 5. 6, i. and 8 may be waived by the commissioner upon proof of substantial
compliance with rules, statements of policy or guidelines of national or regional securities' regulatory organizations comp,osed of
securities administrators of this and other states.

B. An'y such waiver shall be based upon ~ determination by the commissioner that compliance with such rules. statements of
policy or guidelines is:

KEY: PROPOSED RULES SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language.~~ indicate
deletions from existing rule language. If a proposed rule is totally new. it is designated "all new material:' ADOPTED
RULES SECTION - Underlining indicates additions to proposed rule language.~~ ,indicate deletions from
propo ...cd rule language.
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1. consistent with the purposes fairly intended by the policy and provisions of Minn. Stat. §§ 80A.O I to 80A.31 (1978). as
amended.

2. appropriate for the protection of investors. and

3. promotive of uniformity of regulation.

4 MCAR.§ 1.2151 A diamond, ru.by, emerald, or sapphire consti~utesan "investment gem" pursuant to ·Minn. Stat. § 80A.J4U)
(978), as amended.
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